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Weather
A mixed bag of rain

(today and Saturday),
clouds (Friday) and
sunshine (Thursday)
is in the forecast for
the week. Highs to 12
C (Thursday); lows to
5 C (today).

REMEMBRANCE DAY: Salt Spring war veterans, from left, Betty Galt, John Matheson, Ron Holcroft and Dick lllingswor):h are captu red
by the camera as they have a quick conversation during Remembrance Day ceremonies at Centennial Park in Ganges last Monday.
Photo by Derrick (u11dy

Fulford crowd pitches
questions at candidates
By SUSAN LUNDY
Staff Writer
A strong south-Salt
Spring contingent filled
Fulford Hall last Friday
night, eager to hear election
candidates' platforms and
pellet them with questions.
A long line of questioners
·w ound around the back of
the hall behind the microphone as about 200 people
applauded , laughed and
showed fairly equal support
for the nine Trust candidates
and two Capital R egional

District contenders who participated in the all-candidates meeting.
(Only CRD candidate
Gary Holman was unable to
attend the meeting due to
the recent death of his
father.)
While Trust incumbent
David Borrowman, and Eric
Booth, who is running for
both offices, fielded a slight
majority of the questions,
e ach can di date had an
oppor tu nity to expand on
election platforms and posi-

tions.
Opening remarks echoed
words and phrases from a
Monday night all-candidates
gathering in Ganges, except
for CRD hopeful Doug
Rajala, who did not attend
that first meeting.
In his opening statement
Rajala honed in on his experience as chairman of the
Salt
Spring
Harbour
Authority. He said his campaign is b ased on simple
ALL-CANDIDATES 4

Affordable housing takes for01
By M ITCHELL SHERRIN
Staff W riter
Concerns over rental market instability and the rising
cost of island homes has
pushed a volunteer group to
build affordable housing that
will insure low Salt Spring
home prices well into the
future.
"Besides having good

health and living in a society
where you can speak your
mind, housing is the next
most important need," said
Salt Spring Community
Housing and Land Trust
Society (SSCHLTS) member Ellen Garvie.
Island renters are encountering increased housing
in stability throug h ri sing

house prices and summer
displacement for vacation
rentals, she said.
"There's a broad crosssection of the community,
right up to teachers and
nurses, who need affordable
ho~ing," Garvie noted.
"Tradespeople are aging.
HOUSING A 2

School issues
on the table
By MITCHELL SHERRIN
Staff Writer
Questions about resisting ''fascism" and resourcefulness amid funding cuts dominated a school board allcandidates meeting Thursday.
But the five individuals vying for three Salt Spring
positions also found ways to celebrate district successes,
and there was light-hearted banter and even some
singing at the high school gathering.
Candidates all touched on provincial cutbacks that
have caused unmet educational costs and acknowledged
the reality of future funding reductions.
"The next two-to-three years are likely to be the most
challenging times since the 1980s. The changes that are
corning are really quite dramatic," observed candidate
Vaughan Walters.
With a background in school maintenance and a perspective from union and management positions, Walters
said he has seen issues from both sides.
Michelle (Mike) Krayenhoff believes trustees need to
advocate for students, parents and teachers.
'We have to make sure we do not short-change students in this time of need," said Krayenhoff.
As an active parent in schools and advisory councils,
she argued for diverse thinking that will look "outside
the box" and highlighted her skills in conflict resolution.
"We will be pressured to make hard decisions ...
Whatever we do has to be ethical, measured and
-----------'S'--"
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'BUDGET CAR SALES VICTORIA
• No payments for 6 months • 30 day money back guarantee
• No money down • 0°/o interest for one year

Car and Truck Sales

2224 Douglas St., Victoria 1-866-955-5353
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Ferries aid rescue after man jumps off
Crews aboard three B.C. Ferries vessels assisted in search and rescue
efforts after a passenger jumped off the
Spirit of Vancouver Island in Active
Pass close to noon on Friday.
The 50-year-old man was safely
retrieved after the Spirit of Vancouver

HOUSING:

Island launched rescue boats to recover
him.
Once aboard, he was treated by the
vessel's first aid officers and a doctor
on board.
Art ambulance met the ferry at
Tsawwassen.

• HOME APPLIANCES
• HOME ELECTRONICS
• LAWN &GARDEN NEEDS

Showroom@
113 McPhillips Ave.

the community."
Though no other CLT
housing projects are currently operating in Canada,
approximately 100 organizations are functioning in the
U.S., including the Of
People and Land (OPAL)
CLT on Orcas Island in
Washington state.
The OPAL organization
was founded in 1989 and created 42 homes through two
projects of seven and 12
acres that involved $500,000
(USD) of local investment.
Building on previous successes, the Salt Spring group
has already formulated a
detailed plan that takes local
bylaws, health regulations
and land covenants into
account.
"A lot of groundwork has
already been completed,"
Garvie said.
The society has not sought
government grants through
the province or Canada
Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC).
"Right now we don't have
a model in government for
low-to-moderate income
families."
.
Current government funding for affordable housing is
only aimed at families with
very low incomes and assisted-living situations, she said.
"We don't want to have
people of all one income type
in an area."
Funding formulas are also
based on population sizes so
that the relatively small population on Salt Spring wouldn't generate substantial
investment, she noted.
But more significantly,
community investment in
CLT housing would enable
islanders to maintain control
of development.
"With government funding
comes directives on income

level and situation of living
arrangements."
Community - minded
investors could simultaneous- ·
ly assist potential homeowners, protect local land use and
still see four per cent interest
on loans to the society,
Garvie said. _
The society is also looking
for other acreages with development potential.
" We're still looking for
land in the Ganges area. The
piece we currently have is not
easy to develop," she said.
Providing investment, land
or skills toward the project
could even serve self-interests.
"If we don't find housing,
the tourist market will inflate
prices so that people won't be
able to afford to live here,"
Garvie said.
And if people of moderate
and low incomes are forced
to leave, a certain quality of
life will go with them.
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RECORD
• Peace symbols created
by Jewel Eldstrom and
Cherie Geauvreau are not
being "sold," as mentioned
in a cutline last week.
Instead , the women are
reque sting donations be
made to the Salt Spring
Voice of Women for Peace
group.
• In the same issu e , an
incorrect reason was cited
for a new series of
Wednesday morning organ
concerts at All Sai nts.
Recitals given by Barry
Valentine are to enjoy
improvements made to the
church ' s organ , not to
fundraise for further
improvements.

GIL MOUAT

$23s,ooo

ROYAL LEPAGE

FOR THE

$74
$6I,()
$6I,()
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SITUATED ON A FLAT SUNNY LOT.

• 3.5 HP, four stroke engine
• Inverter provides clean power for
electronic equipment
1 Up to 8 hrs continuous running time
1 Whisper quiet
1 Honda finanancing
available

7:40 am Mon.-Fri., 3:00pm Daily, 9:00am Sat.-Sun.

1DO% Locally Owned
& Operated

BERT ~EITEL
Mortgage Specialist
PH/FX: 250-653-2328

"In today's MARKET I am an OPPORTUNITY''

7:40 am Mon.-Fri., 3:30pm Dally, 9:00am Sat.-Sun.

537-5596

RBC
Royal Bank
of Canada

Affordable units planned

From Page 1
If we can't afford to house
The houses would be
the younger ones, we will - made affordable through
lose them. We depend on
several means, she said.
those people in a service
Since SSCHLTS would
perspective - and in terms
own the land, home owners
of having a healthy commuwould only need to purchase
nity."
their dwellings. Prospective
Islanders need to think of buyers would "rent-to-own"
affordable housing in a
their homes for up to three
broader context, she said.
years in order to reduce
" These people are our costs before mortgage applineighbours, friends, family
cations. And homes could be
and children. It's not just for
completed by owners during
people living on income
their initial period of occuassistance or for the very,
pancy under a "sweat equivery poor."
ty" model.
The 1996 census reported
The community land trust
that 22 per cent of islanders
(CLT) model is similar to
are renters and a SSCHLTS
cooperative housing, assisted
needs questionnaire found
living and other affordable
that (among 70 respondents)
housing models: But unlike
60 per cent spend over half those systems, homeowners
of their gross income on
could develop equity from
shelter.
their investment. However,
" For people without a
covenants would limit the
large down payment, it's
resale price.
very hard to get into the
"The exciting part is that it
housing market with an
gives people a chance to get
i!lcome less than $60,000 equity," Garvie said.
(annually)."
Limited resale value disWith the recent boom in
courages people from stayhousing sales, the market
ing in the CLT because they
isn't presenting many houswouldn't gain as much profit
es und~r $200,000 and
as they would from private
someone with a modest
land ownership.
$35,000 income would need
"That would help to insure
a $100,000 down payment,
that there would always be
she said.
affordable housing available
" Wi th the community
to that cross-section of the
land trust housing model,
community."
we could create housing that
CLTs could also incorpowould always be affordable
rate farmland, trails, comfor a range of people who
munity gardens and/or concouldn't otherwise get into
servation area s protected
the housing market."
under covenants.
Piloting the affordable
The land trusts would be
housing project, SSCHLTS
managed by a society comhas already received pledges
prised of CLT resident memfor two hectares (five acres)
bers, other community memof land a nd $100,000 in
bers and representatives
donations, she said
from public organizations.
The non-profit society
"There's a real effort in
plan s to build six starter the CLT model to balance
homes in a low-density clusoff the' needs of the individuter on a small acreage this - al without undermining
ye ar. Addition al projects
future economic benefit to
would create another 12-15
houses the following year,
Garvie said.
" If you have more outdoor space, you can have
reduced indoor space and
still have a high quality of
life."
Each home averaging 750
square feet in size would
sell for $85,000-$110,000 as
a way to provide renters
with an opportunity to get
into the housing market.

SEARS

The Queen of Nanaimo from Long
Harbour, and the Spirit of B.C., sailing
from Tsawwassen, both slowed to offer
assistance.
The rescue delayed sailings on the
affected routes for about 20 to 30 minutes.
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"AMERICAN SUMMER RESIDENTS ...
CANADIAN SNOWBIRDS.
Let us get your landscaping done while
're away for the winter"

Candidates answer questions

From Page 1
considerate," noted incumbent Judith Boel.
Noting her background as
a teacher and school psychologist, Boel also stressed
the need for inclusive communication that will allow
diverse opinions to be heard.
"I think of our five islands
as five fingers on one hand."
Fellow incumbent Garth
Hendren praised the successes of district students, parents
and staff.
Hendren also reminded
voters that the board raised
$1.5 million through revenue
generation to manage a balanced budget.
But he also stressed the
need to fight for publicly
funded education.
"Every time we raise a
dollar, we lose a dollar out of
the public purse," Hendren
said.
As Salt Spring's third
incumbent school trustee,
Charles Hingston noted that
the district has dealt with the
same difficult financial issues
for the past 10 years.
"It's business as usual:
challenging, important."
He stressed the need to
support students regardless
of the district's financial
future.
And Hingston even shared
his student focus through a
sung introduction, "The
more we get together, the
happier we'll be" - performed by moderator David
Wood.
A number of pressingissue questions tasked the
candidates.
Asked to "stand up against
fascism" and "continual
downloading from economic
bullies," Hingston noted that
education also suffered under
the previous NDP regime
and he pledged to continue
advocating for public funding regardless of provincial
politics.
Walters noted that trustees
have to work with government to demand funding
instead of battling with
provincial politicians.
"If you get your nose bent
out of joint, the government
can shut you down and put in
their own people," he said.
As public representatives,
trustees can only go as far as
the community will support
them, Hendren said.
"We have to make sure the
community is behind us.
'Without everyone behind us,
it won't happen,"
But Krayenhoff reminded
the crowd about the Save
Our Schools campaign of
1998 where partner 'groups
worked together to make a
stand for public education.
Asked if the board would
quit in protest to funding
cuts, Boel argued that island
children would ultimately
suffer from a mass resignation and suggested that a unified board will have a
stronger voice.

EIGHT BRANCHES INSTITUTE
OF CLASSICAL CHINESE MEDICINE

WHY GINSENG?
Ginseng has been used for centuries to improve overall physical and
mental health, enhance brain function, stimulate the immune system
and increase resistance to stress.

SCHOOL CANDIDATES: School board candidates gather around a photograph
of Charles Hingston, who was unable to attend Saturday's "meet and greet"
event at the high school. From left are: Michelle (Mike) Krayenhoff, Vaughan
Walters, "Hingston," Judith Boel and Garth Hendren.
PhotobyDerricHundy
Also in response to
queries, trustees defended
measured use of video
surveillance around schools.
"Nobody wants 'big brother.' That's why I advocate for
a policy for surveillance
cameras," Boel said.
Public input is heard
before any final policy is
written, she added.
Hendren noted that cameras used to combat vandalism were discussed at public
meetings when they were
introduced six years ago. A
policy did not yet exist when
the need first arose, he
explained.
While the generic draft
policy might not suit community wishes, "We have a
chance to develop a better
policy with public input,"
Hingston added.
Krayenhoff acknowledged
the importance of the consultation process.
"We need to talk to partner
groups and hear what they
have to say," she said.

Discussing the most press- province as supported by varing problems facing the dis- ious qualitative and quantitatrict, candidates created a tive data.
"I will bring my practical
cumulative list.
"Money - we have talent, voice and practised ear to the
beautiful facilities and indus- table;' said Krayenhoff.
Citing an incident where
try - but we don't have
he had dyed his hair blue for
money," said Hendren.
Staff health impacts from a scholarship fundraiser,
an overburdened system and Hendren announced he
declining enrolment of stu- would put himself on the line
dents were issues added by to improve public education.
Hingston described how
Boel. ,
Providing for the varied local representation for stuneeds of all students was a dents is his true passion.
And Walters said Salt
concern raised by Hingston.
And maintaining the Spring is a winner.
"Everyone here is very
morale of school staff was
passionate about education
noted by Krayenhoff.
In closing remarks, Boel and that's the way I feel ...
reminded listeners that the Ultimately, with these candiGulf Islands School District dates at the table, we're all
is one of the best in the winners."

Scientific Supported Benefits of Korean
& American Ginseng Roots Reveal:
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CARDIOVASCULAR PROTECTION
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CANCER PREVENTATIVE
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Opposite the tourist information center
124 Lower Ganges Road, Salt Spring Island, BC. V8K lS8
info@eightbranchesinstitute.com

Renovating?
You've pushed that chesterfield out of the way for the 1Oth time.
You're ready to KILL that chesterfield!

CONSIDER STORAGE

DEPARTS VANCOUVER AIRPORT
7:30 am I 11 :30 am I 3:30 pm
DEPARTS GANGES
AND THE GULF ISLANDS
8:00 am I 12:00 pm I 4:00 pm
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• local &organic produce at competitive prices
• food produced as close to home as possible
• selected organic & GMO-free products

• 590 member-owners & growing

THE SMALL STORE WITH THE ISLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION OF LOCAL AND
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Sheri Nielson

for

ISLANDS TRUST

• uncommonly sensible
• fiscally responsible use of tax dollars
• 19 years residence on
• fair and accountable application of
Salt Spring Island
regulations in good faith
• committed to an approachable, responsive Islands Trust
Stephanie Bond, Financial Agent

300 LePage .Road, SSI V8K 1N1

537-9464
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concepts: the importance of
property rights and his concerns about over-regulation
and high taxes.
"There are too many regulations. People expect simple lifestyles ... regulations
don't build communities,
cooperation does."
He added, "I want to
eliminate silly rules and
regulations and lower
taxes."
Elizabeth White read
Holman's opening statement, which stressed his
intention to improve
accountability and reporting
of CRD issues to the community, to hold joint planning sessions of local government
bodies
and
improvement districts, and
to work on an economic
strategy for Salt Spring,
along with affordable housing and water quality issues.
Borrowman, who said he
is running on his record as
Salt Spring trustee, came
under attack for that record,
fielding questions on his perceived lack of action in helping save the Maxwell watershed, his position on vacation rentals , as well as
Bylaw 355, which re-stated
the long-standing illegality
of secondary suites and
helped, in John Woodward's
words, "co ntribute to the
lack of affordable housing"
here.
Borrowman addressed the _
vacation rentals issue at the
outset Friday, promising
that'"in collaboration with a
new trustee, I will provide a
fresh public process to see
if you want our OCP and
bylaws on vacation rentals
amended."
In discussing Bylaw 355,
however, Borrowman stuck
to his position.
He pointed out that
Bylaw 355 developed from
a "complex, long planning
process . . . there are economics [associated] with
legalizing suites and it
affects the big picture."
Trust candidate Paul
Marcano noted that limited
amounts of water in some
areas means that legalizing
secondary suites would
need to be "tailored to the
geology of Salt Spring."
Tom Pickett was more
forthright: "I have never
been a supporter of that
clause ... I'd like to see it
gutted, gone."
Dean
Crbuse
and
Kimberly Lineger added
personal experiences to the
issue, which branched into a
discussion of affordable
housing. Crouse noted he
had moved seven times in
four years due to lack of
appropriate housing, while
Lineger said she had aging
parents she would like living in separate quarters in
her house.

ALL-CANDIDATES:

Platforms and positions

From Page 1

Sheri Nielson expressed
frustration with the seeming
inability of agencies to get
things done, noting that a
local group examined
affordable housing 15 years
ago.
She later re-stressed the
theme in response to a question on sustainable economic development, pointing
out that islanders have great
ideas; they just need to "get
together."
Ellie Thorburn us ed a
"legal non-conforming"
shield to thwart a dart
thrown by one questioner,
who accused her of having
an illegal suite; and Eric
Booth noted that, in the
long-term, housing costs
need to be "disconnected"
from real estate prices.
Booth later drew laughter
when he was asked to clarify "which side of the table"
he would sit on in the native
treaty process.
"They (First Nations)
deserve our respect; they
are part of our community
and we are part of theirs.
We are equal players in the
field ... let's get a round
table."
But Booth also faced criticism from the floor and
from fellow candidates for
his decision to run for both
CRD and Trust positions.
He reiterated his reasoning,
indicating that in most
places politicians deal with
both land use and services.
Marcano, however, called
the move "disingenuous"
since Booth was a strong
supporter of increased
island
representation
through incorporation.
Borrowman dismissed the
idea based on what he estimated would be an unmanageable time commitment;
while Lineger echoed
Marcano's concerns about
reduced island representation.

"We need the diversity of
people; their breadth of
knowledge," Lineger said.
Nielson was the only candidate to support Booth's
move, while Luth noted that
people were concerned with
"violation of a convention."
Asked to choose a
favourite of the two positions, Booth said he would
lean towards the CRD role
because he has his sister-inlaw and former CRD director Kellie Booth's expertise
and background on side.
Luth came out strong on
the issue of Trust septic setback regulations, pointing
out that the standards have
made some lots unbuildable.
He also drew applause and
laughter for several of his
responses, notably his anecdote about driving across
the country in a tractor.
One youth who spent his
19th birthday at the meeting
wanted to know what candidates would do for the
"youth of this island who
have been left in the wind?"
Crouse said he is faced
with this question every day
in his capacity as a Phoenix
high school teacher.

Marcano
suggested
spending another $40,000
on a recreational master
plan is not going to get the
island a rec centre, while
Lineger said recreational
facilities are fine, but only if
young people can find
affordable places to live on
Salt Spring and sustain
themselves with work.
Water also became an
issue at the meeting, with
many of the candidates supporting a water stewardship
proposal by Holman.
"There are lots of ways to
make people aware and
teach them about water conservation," Thorburn pointed
out.
Pickett said, "Potable
water has to be proven the people who are supposed to be looking after
water aren't."
Nielson said ·that after
consulting with some local
experts she would like to
propose an island-wide
waterworks agency responsible for providing expertise
to all island systems.
In brief closing statements
before a dwindling crowd,
each candidate briefly

$275,000
For details call

TOM NAVRATIL

Royal Lepage Salt Spring Realty

250·537·5515 or
www.saltspringrealestate.com

summed up his or her reasons for running.
Thorburn stressed the
importance of the Trust's preserve and protect mandate,
describing it as still "stuck to
my heart" after many years,
while Pickett reiterated one
of his main themes - the
need to get policy-making
into the public forum.
Crouse, who informed the
meeting at the outset that he
planned to run again for the
position in three years,
promised he would work
effectively and efficiently to
facilitate community needs.
Lineger noted the need to
select candidates who could
work together, and Marcano

said, "We need to redefine
how we arrive at consensus.
.. our team (he and Luth)
will give you some certainty
there will be change."
In his closing statement,
Borrowman highlighted
"collaborative government"
and said he would like to
bring PARC to the table.
Luth reminded voters of
his previous CRD experience, while Nielson voiced
her opposition to the Trust
renewal proposal as
Booth stressed that he has
always been an outspoken
advocate for community.
Rajala confessed that
while he is not good at public speaking, he is good at
solving problems.
"I'm good at listening
and I'm not afraid to take a
stand. I won't sit on the
fence."

Discover What Works! Create What Matters!

LIFE-CAREER COACHING
Free Consultation - Call 537-1177

www.BruceEikin.com

GIVE ME A CALL

Michelle Azzarello- Krayenhoff
For
School

erving the Gulf Islands
for over 30 years '

• FAMILY LAW
• PERSONAL INJURY

• MEDIATION

• CRIMINAL LAW

• CORPORATE

• REAL ESTATE
• WILLS & ESTATES

• BUSINESS

Every night at dinner we talk about
school. School is part of my every day. 1
care deeply about my children, their
frzends and their schoolmates. I care
about the educators and support staff that
are my partners in educating the children
in our community to be contributing
citizens.
If you elect me I will bring my practical
voice and my practiced ear to the decision
making at the School Board Table.

SIMPLY
SPECTACULAR

3.11 acres with anew 280 sq.ft. cottage
for your enjoyment while you build on this
spectacular building site. Truly 180
degree panoramic view! Septic partly in,
water &power hooked up.

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

Chris Lott, Lois Phillips, TybringHemphill, Paul Bowers, Tim Lott, Nick Lott

McKIMM & LeTT
BARRISTERS • SOLICITORS • NOTARIES PUBLIC

Michelle (Mike)
Azzarello-Krayen hoff
for School Trustee

Ganges Centre (above Post Office)

Tell me your issues:
krayenhoff@ saltspring.com

Tel: (250) 537-9951 • Fax: (250) 537-1916

537-5159

Sidney office telephone: (250) 656-3961
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Trust Council sets agenda
Islanders wanting to
address Islands Trust
Council at its first meeting
with a new collection of
trustees can do so in Victoria
on Friday, December 6.
Between 2 and 3 p.m. at
the Harbour Towers Hotel,
both formal delegations and
a more informal town hall
session are scheduled.
The town hall allows
members of the public to ask
any questions of trustees,

while delegations must be
registered in advance and
their presentations become
part of the meeting's formal
record.
To book delegation
space, fax a notice to the
corporate secretary of the
Trust in Victoria at (250)
405-5155; write to #200,
1627 Fort Street, V8R
I H8; or send an e-mail
message to info@islandstrust.bc.ca by 4:30 p.m.

,g ~. richard j. wey & associates
\.:_C;:Y land surveying
Richard J. Wey
HAND 'SHAKE': Some of Salt Spring's election candidates come together for
a photo at Saturday's "meet and greet" event held at the high school multipurpose room. Seen here are, from left: Kimberly Lineger, Dean Crouse, Doug
Rajala, Dietrich Luth, Eric Booth, Ellie Thorburn, Tom Pickett and Sheri Nielson.
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· The candidates' work is
almost done, and it's time
for election officials and voters to take over.
Saturday is election day
for Islands Trust, Capital
Regional District and Gulf
Islands School Board representatives, with polls set to
open at 8 a.m. and close at 8
p.m.
On Salt Spring, polling
stations will be set up at
Fulford Hall, Community
Gospel Church on Vesuvius
Bay Road, United Church in

Ganges and Errington
Elementary School gymnasium (9831 Herbert Road in
Richmond).
An advance poll is set up
on Salt Spring at the United
Church on Hereford Avenue
today (Wednesday) from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. and Mary
Winspear
Community
Cultural Centre in Sidney.
For the southern Gulf
Islands, polling places are
Galiano elementary school,
Mayne Island Agricultural
Hall, Pender Island school,

Piers Island Firehall, Saturna
Community Hall and the
Errington
Elementary
School in Richmond.
November 13 Southern
Gulf Islands advance polls
are at the same locations as
above, except that the Mary
Winspear centre in Sidney
replaces the Errington
school. North Galiano and
South Pender voters also
face fire-related referenda.
For information about
voter eligibility, call 1-800663-4425.
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Where and when to vote

Friday, November 22.
The council meeting kicks
off with trustees bein g
sworn in on Wednesday,
December 4 at 5 p.m. They
will spend much of the next
two days occupied by orientation sessions.
A busines s meetin g
begins Saturday, December
7 at 9:30 a.m.
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This week at Embe we are
introducing a bowl of soup or
chili & bun for only $3.00. We
also have our own whole wheat
granola cookie, which is full of
walnuts, raisins, cranberries &
pwnpkin seeds. The feature bread
is our low fat oatbran which is
sweetened with only dates.

1m Re-upholstery
1m Slip covers

~~i. ~~-~hili-~- ..$300

11 Draperies
11 Custom Furniture

Whole Wheat

g~~ki~: ............. 3 7d~z

Oatbran ..... .... .. .$2~~at
SPECIALS FOR NOV. 13-19
YOU CAN PHONE US AT

537-5611
Or drop in at the
foot of Ganges Hill

2333 Government St. Victoria, B.C.

250-388-7365

OPEN MON.-SAT. 4:30AM -5:30PM

BOOTH FOR BOTH
Why BOOTH?
Dear Fellow Salt Spring Islanders,
I nominated Eric Booth for Trust because of the many challenging issues that
face us. I moved here with my family in 1946 and have known Eric since he ·
was born. He has been an avid and useful volunteer in the community.

Islands Trust
CRD

His knowledge of the island, it's problems and challenges, combined with his
passion and love for it, are qualities every community would like to see in their
elected represElntative. ·
He has his parent's sense of humour, is not afraid to say what he thinks, can
admit when he's wrong, and is open-minded to new ideas.
He is a committed family man, an extraordinary father in the most difficult of
situations, and his children have followed in his footsteps of art, drama and
peer leadership.
I believe he will serve Salt Spring in the most responsible manner.
I ask you to support Eric for CRD and Islands Trust.
Yours truly,

Nita lrown
Founder of Adult Education on Salt Spring
Founding Member of the Lady Minto Auxiliary Thrift Shop and Artspring

Dear Salt Spring Islanders,
It has been an honour and privilege to serve my community as CRD Regional Director for the past
six years. I am grateful to the many volunteers who have assisted me with community issues by serving on various committees and commissions. Our community is fortunate to have so many caring and
capable individuals who are willing to serve, and I am proud of our accomplishments.
I particularly appreciated the able assistance of Allisen Lambert, who has served our community as
Alternate Director during my two terms of office. She has been invaluable in representing me and
Salt Spring issues at the board table in Victoria, and has assisted me in addressing
several CRD local service issues.
Knowing the importance of this role, I have agreed to serve as alternate director for Eric Booth and I
take this opportunity to express my support, and encourage yours, for electing Eric Booth as our next
CRD Regional Director"
Eric is an intelligent and caring individual, born and raised on Salt Spring, where he is now raising his
own family. He is a creative thinker and a good listener with an open mind. In my opinion, Eric Booth
has the energy and ability to best meet the challenges facing our community today and into the future.
Long term local knowledge, a vested interested in maintaining and developing our community's
unique character sets him apart from other candidates. I hope you will join me in supporting Eric
Booth for Regional Director on November 16th.
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Why BOTH?
In all of North America, there is only one place where land-use planning and
services is politically divided - the Gulf Islands. For the past three years, in
numerous articles and letters, I have spoken of the disadvantages of this
"fractionalized form of government."
14 of the 16 other CRD Directors are either a mayor, a council member from
their municipal council, or, in the case of Juan de Fuca Electoral Area, the
Regional Director is in charge of both land use and services.
Over the past 28 years we have seen numerous conflicts between the CRD
and Islands Trust because of this unique political division - the CRD charged
with insuring necessary services are provided and the Local Trust Council in
charge of local land use planning. It is time for the conflicts to cease, and I
offer a guaranteed, common sense solution that does not include lining the
pockets of the agencies' lawyers with your tax dollars.
Yes, I am the first person to run for both positions in the history of the Islands
Trust, although I'm surprised no one has thought of it before, because it
makes sense.
Gary Holman has made the assertion that by holding both positions, I may be
placed in a conflict of interest. Frankly, Gary's logic escapes me. How can
someone, who truly represents the best interests of his community, ever be in
a conflict of interest? How is it, that every other town council or local government,
in North America, can work in the best interests of their community, and yet
Gary can imagine a situation where he believes that as CRD Director, he may
have to work against the best interests of his community?

If one wishes to look for a conflict of interest in local government, a case could
be made that having a Local Trustee also serving on the Executive Council of
the Trust is like having the premier of BC, serving in the Federal Cabinet.
Obviously there would be decisions from time to time that would come up in which the best interests
of Canada would not necessarily be in the best interests of BC. This is exactly the relationship that
our current Local Trustee, David Borrowman, also a member of the Trust Executive Council is in - an
apparent conflict of interest. I suspect this conflict may be why, in spite of Salt Spring Islanders overpaying for land-use planning by about $600,000 a year, he has been reticent at even the Executive
level to demand that Trust staffing be reduced to bring it in line with other communities. My questions
to him on this issue have been conveniently sidestepped, avoided or deflected in his usual style. I'm
reminded of Milt Bottomly's famous misdirection when cornered with uncomfortable questions "Ooooh! Look over there! There's a salmon jumping!" David's six years in office, without addressing
this issue has resulted in about $3.6 million in extra taxes paid by Salt Spring Islanders. He had his
chance to "renew," "revise" or "reform" the Trust for taxpayers on Salt Spring and chose not to do so.
I would like to remind voters that Salt Spring has only 2 Trust members out of 26 trustees. For Messrs.
Borrowman and Holman to suggest that a conflict of interest could arise, only highlights the fact that
they see things in a top-down fashion. Trust Council first, Salt Spring Local Trust Committee second.
Salt Spring needs a strong voice for Salt Spring at both tables. I will be that voice for Salt Spring.
If elected, I promise not to put myself in a conflict of Salt Spring's best interest by running for Trust
Executive. I will however be your representative, listen to your views, encourage community dialogue,
and do what is in the best interests of my community, always in the context of the philosophical vision
of the Trust wide mandate.
Ignoring any one area to the benefit of another, quickly undermines the balance required to sustain
all types of community • plants, wild life and humans. As Trustee/Director, I will be in the unique
position to effectively take into account all of the elements necessary to formulate a clear vision,
anticipate needs, and implement intelligent long-range planning.
'
It is an honour to have the chance 'to serve you.

PAID FOR BY THE COMMITIEE TO ELECT ERIC BOOTH 537·5416

Ellie 'Boak
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Kellie Booth responds to emergency services allegations
By GAIL SJUBERG

Staff Writer
Questions about emergency services funding posed at
the November 4 all-candi dates meeting have prompted regional director Kellie
Booth to dig up some relevant financial data and
respond.
Two people suggested
Booth had refused to fund
local emergency services
and search and rescue
groups.
The allegations are "baseless," said Booth, who added
it was irresponsible of the
questioners to alarm the
community and make people
feel unsafe.
"I can only assume they
were either completely uninformed on the topic or intent
on distorting the facts during
a politically charged meeting."
Booth said Salt Spring has
a top-notch Emergency
Response and Recovery
Plan that is the envy of
many communities. It was

created thanks to "local collaborative energy, Capital
Regional District (CRD)
support and the leveraging
of available monies by the
island's Emergency Program
executive committee who
made maximum use of
applications for federal government matching funds,"
she said.
The plan, created with
expertise from a Victoriabased company called
RiskWorks Consulting, has
been in place since
December of 1999 . A
Hazard and Risk Assessment
Analysis was updated and
published in 2001, and an
accompanying emergency
management program guide
outlines priorities and action
directions over a three-year
term. Booth said copies of
these planning documents
are available in the library
for public review.
The Salt Spring,Island
Emergency Program is funded as a CRD local service,
and run by a local manage-

ment and operations team of
First Responders (RCMP,
fire protection district, coast
guard and ambulance) and
community volunteers,
explained Booth. For the
past five years, Norm Slater
has been its coordinator,
Ross Armstrong and Wally
Brown and Brian WolfeMilner have served as
deputy coordinators, and
Salt Spring's alternate director Allisen Lambert has represented the CRD administratively on-island.
Until recently, said Booth,
Sharon
Crouse
and
Marguerite Lee led a committed group of emergency
social services volunteers,
and a group of our licensed
amateur radio operators provides ongoing radio communications training and backup, using the communication
tower installed at the emergency operations centre on
Lower Ganges Road. Three
portable communication systems were built by program
dollars and are placed within

Ministry follows local lead
Education Minister Christy
Clark is taking a cue from the
Gulf Islands School District
and recently announced plans
to include students on all B.C.
School Planning Councils
(SPCs).
Clark told the Vancouver
Sun in an October 30 interview that she would amend a
newly passed law to include
students on SPCs.
"Students will add so much
value to this process," she said
in the interview. 'They have a
lot to bring to the table that we
wouldn't get otherwise."
She said it was an oversight
not to include student representatives when designing the

councils earlier in the year and
added that she's received calls
from students, parents and
administrators asking for students to be included.
The legislative amendment
would be done in the spring,
said education ministry
spokesperson Kate Thompson.
"In the meantime, boards
are encouraged to include students during the transition
period this year."
But Gulf Islands Secondary
School student Laurin Kelsey
has been working since
September on the district steering committee to help develop
a draft school planning council
policy.

She, along with minister
Clark, was one of 400 representatives from 56 school districts who met in Richmond to
discuss the new planning
councils at a conference on
September 30. But she was the
only student in attendance.
Starting in the 2003-2004
school year, the province has
legislated that boards will consult with school councils consisting of the principal, a teacher and three parents to develop
annual school improvement
plans. But as result of the new
ministry initiative, the Gulf
Islands won't be the_only district where students have a
voice in education.

each of the fire halls for
shared access.
Since the plan was established, volunteers have
received updated training
from the Justice Institute of
B.C., and a week-long
"Incident Command System
course" for first responder
group members and program
managers from the hospital
and other agencies was paid
for by the emergency program.
CRD grants-in-aid funds
for emergency services were
also disbursed as follows:
• Salt Spring Island
Amateur Radio Society, July
1999, $8,500.
• Salt Spring Island
Emergency Social Services,
January 1999, $6,000.
• Salt Spring Island Search
and Rescue Society, January
1998, $5,000.
• Salt Spring Island
Marine Rescue Society,
March 1998, $5,000.
A grant was also allocated
to many of the schools'
Parent Advisory Councils to

support their emergency preparedness activities. Booth
said she has received no further applications for funding
support.
Kathryne Holm was one
of the people at the
ArtSpring meeting who
raised the issue of a lack of
funding for the search and
r~scue (S&R) society. Her
husband, Stan Peters, is treasurer of the island's nonprofit S&R group.
Peters told the Driftwood
that funds are needed for
training and equipment, and
that he understood from
other people that S&R was
previously well-funded. He
said no applications to the
CRD for funds had been
made during his tenure as
treasurer.
Booth points out that the
local search and rescue
(S&R) group operates under
the direction of the Salt
Spring RCMP. In the distant
past, she said, the society
was the sole recipient of the
island's available emergency

Election results
For people who can't wait for the coffee shop buzz
on Sunday morning, local election results will be
available online Saturday night.
The Islands Trust is posting Trust results on its
website as soon as they are available after polls close
at 8 p.m. Its address is: www.islandstrust.bc.ca.
Salt Spring results for all three races will also be
posted on www.saJtspring.org, the website set up by
Larry Cross.
The Driftwood will have results on its website
(www.gulfislands.net) by Sunday morning.

preparedness dollars and
therefore well-supported.
"Change is always difficult for some, but as the
island's population grew and
the provincial legislation
demanded it, a more comprehensive
emergency
response and recovery plan
became necessary," said
Booth.
"We have a coordinated
and comprehensive plan for
this community," she said.
"We are the envy of many
communities because we
have spent the dollars and
benefitted from local energy
and expertise. I think we
have wisely spent the dollars
and we are in good shape."

Mafalda Hoogerdyk
Insurance Advisor

Access Canada's
Top Insurance Firms
•Life Insurance
•Critical Illness
•Long Term Care
•Disability
•Office Overhead

Call today

537-1730
Located across from
Bank of Montreal

Elect

DEAN CROUSE
Islands Trust

The Problem.
We have allowed ourselves to be misled by two Trustees and their five
appointed friends, the Advisory Planning Commission.

"For the way we live and our differences we share"
My Priorities
- enthusiasm and awareness behind our community goals
- facilitate communication between all islanders, Trustees and other governing bodies;
ie. change monthly Trust meetings to evenings
- promote a solution-orientated Trust that listens and takes positive initiatives
- work effectively and effipiently with companion Trustee

I will
-preserve and protect our island's natural environment
- ensure a more transparent decision-making process for our community
- assist the involvement of our youth in local decision-making
- form an accountability contract with I for islanders to sustain our unique character
- be running as a candidate in 3 years time - ensuring islanders issues have been heard
- undertake to hear what is being said, respond and act accordingly

"New Alternatives for our diverse island"
Contribution funds for the Dean Crouse Campaign, can be addressed to
Heidi Crouse, 301 Mansell Road, SSJ, V8K IP9.

We Trusted Them.
These Trustees reneged on election promises to institute town hall policy
meetings. By ignoring public input and citizens groups, the Trustees and the
A.P.C. attacked and redefined agriculture, gutted our Community Plan and
hijacked our Bylaw process.
My Solution.
I pledge to you that I will re-open the local Trust process to the public. I will
institute Policy Forums and Town Hall meetings to deal with issues. Your input
will be welcomed and respected.
This is my pledge to you and I will honour this pledge.

P~uf:!::!!:my

efforts to return your insight and wisdom to our

local government process.
A web page has been set up for me at www.savesaltspring.com

VOTE TOM PICKETT FOR TRUSTEE
Information 653·9188 email: tpickett@savesaltspring.com
CAMPAIGN TO ELECT TOM PICKETI 653-9188
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Locals forced onto doctor waiting list~
By MITCHELL SHERRIN
Staff Writer
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FIGHTING CRIME: Salt Spring auxiliary constable
Paul Krause staffs a crime prevention booth at the
high school on Saturday. Crime prevention information provided a backdrop to a "meet and greet" the
candidates event.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Police costs hike
is not imminent
Impacts of the provincial
government's proposal to make
rural communities and small
municipalities pay for policing
services won't be felt on local
tax bills until at least 2004.
Two options for recovering $54 million the government currently pays for
police costs were made public in September, but no
action has yet been taken.
Besides a lack of time to
make changes for 2003 tax
bills, overwhelming opposition to the proposals was
expressed at the Union of
B ;C.
Municipalities
(UBCM) convention this
fall. About 300 local government representatives
attended a pre-conference
session on the issue.
"Preliminary results from
the police costs session at
the
Union
of B.C.
Municipalities (UBCM)
convention would suggest
that the majority of the local
governments that attended
the session did not support
either of the options presented in your discussion paper,"
states UBCM past-president
Hans Cunningham in an
October 8 letter to SolicitorGeneral Rich Coleman.
Proposed changes would
have resulted in an estimated $70 to $120 property tax
hike for an average singledwelling home in south
coast rural areas.
But according to attorneygeneral's ministry public
affairs officer Brett Lowther,
rural communities like Salt
Spring and the Gulf Islands,
and municipalities under
5,000 in population, will be
paying a larger share of
policing costs in the future.
"[Coleman] is not really
backing away from this,"
said Lowther last week. "It's
that they haven't decided
which avenue to take. They
are committed to a new
funding formula for policing
in B.C. . .. the current formula is inequitable.

"You have some [jurisdictions] paying nothing or
very little ... the commitment is to make it more
equitable."

People having trouble
finding a doctor on Salt
Spring are not alone. Of the
eight family physicians practising on the island, not one
is currently accepting
patients.
A few medical offices are
keeping waiting lists but
there doesn't appear to be
much hope in sight.
"It's not unique to Salt
Spring. It's a phenomena
that's being experienced all
over the province," said
manager of Southern Gulf
Islands patient care Karen
Davies.
Lady Minto Hospital
receives numerous calls
from islanders looking for
doctors but there isn't much
the hospital can do to help
the situation, she said.
"We just try to keep an
eye on vacancies."
The Vancouver Island
Health Authority has no
control over how many
clients are seen by each doctor or how many doctors
work in the region, she said.
"We suggest people call

each of the individual doctor's offices to inquire about
vacancies."
But doctors with hospital
privileges do meet to discuss
medical manpower planning, she said.
"They have a good idea of
what the community needs
are."
And those community
needs include islanders without a family doctor on the
island.
"What we've done is
encourage doctors to put
patients' names on a wait
list. If there's an emergency, there's always someone
on call. We are also aware
of family practices with
vacancies in Saanich
areas."
But even while islanders
without local physician care
are travelling to Sidney,
other patients are driving
from Nanaimo, Qualicum or
Parksville to keep a connection with Salt Spring doctors.
"Some patients from up
island, past Parksville, are
still coming to see me," said
president of Lady Minto

Hospital staff Dr. Daniel in another doctor's offic
Leavitt.
confirmed Dr. Leavitt
He has found that patients claims about a shortage <
leaving the island have been medical care for islanders.
equally frustrated in their
And her office also serv~
efforts to find family practi- patients from other comm1
tioners in other communi- nities who had not been ab:
to find a doctor since leavin
ties.
"There's a shortage of the island.
doctors all over B.C."
In an effort to find
Consequently, Leavitt has- physician for the mother of
n't accepted a new patient in patient at her office , th
assistant had phoned a
two years.
It's been the same situa- eight local doctor's offict
tion with doctor shortages ' last week.
on the island for the three
"They're all closed."
and a half years he's been
So for the time beinJ
practising on Salt Spring.
islanders without famil
"As far as I know, every- doctors, a walkcin clinic <
one's practice is essentially any other options will ju
closed."
have to take a number an
A medical office assistant wait.

atureWorks
Food Store

SALT SPRING VACUUM
Sales, Service & Repairs

Don Bigwood
250•537 -0066
275 Park Drive
Salt Spring Island, BC V8K 2S1

Our business is picking up!
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Let's build on our achievements to
strengthen our community, protect our
environment, and improve our governance.

"We're
supporting - Gary
Holman for CRD Directo·r . .,
Beth Appeldoorn
Jules Atkins
Doug Atkins
Rosemary Baxter
John Baxter
Rosalie Beach
lan Beare
Samantha Beare
Maureen Bendick
Sheri Berkowitz
Jacky Booth
Jean Brouard
Annica Burnaby
Frank Burnaby
Pat Byrne
Grace Byrne
Karen Clark
Karen L. Clark
Tim Collins
Ken Danner
John de Haan
Rob Denny

Joanne Elizabeth Nora Layard
Bruce Elkin
Peter Levitt
Susan Evans
Andrew Lewis
Alison Fenske
Susan Lewis
Alex Fischer
Sam Ughtman
lan Fraser
David M.assy
Mary Fraser
Pat M.assy
Margaret Fulton
Sharon McCollough
Janis Gauthier
Kate McEwen
Jean Gelwi~ks
Gail Meyer
Shirley Graham
Maureen Milburn
Tamar Griggs
Deb Miller
Donald Gunn
John Munro
Ted Harrison
Myranda O'Byme
Jean Holmes
Briony Penn
Marc Holmes
Sue Pratt
Isabel Hunt
Mike Price
Salty John
Peter Prince
Gavin Johnston
Jim Proctor
Ellen Karpinski
Ron Puhky
Juliette Laing
Linda Quiring
Rick Laing
Nina Raginsky
Peter Lamb
Andrea Rankin
Beverlee Lane
Colin Rankin

Karen Reiss
Murray Reiss
Gail Richards
Ann Richardson
Maggie Schubart
Larry Shetzer
Lyda Smith
John Sprague
Lois Sprague
Jane Squier
Judi Stevenson
Jill Thomas
Phil Vernon
Elizabeth White
Mark Whitear
Bob Wild
Irene Wright
Tom Wright
Maggie Ziegler
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Submitted by Campaign Committee to elect Gary Holman. 653-4741
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Fresh pressed Carrot Juice and Wheat Grass Juice
with Dawna Masters "the wheat grass lady"
Sample a variety of veggie juices and apple juice
from local Apple Luscious Farm.
All proceeds of apple sales go towards
Harry Burton's farm for a new local pasteurizer.
Friday November 15 11 to 3 pm
>_.;:xuJ······
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Borrowman, Thorburn won't get my vote
I'm not sure yet
how I'm going to vote,
but I sure as heck
know how I'm not
going to vote.
WITH JOHN POTTING
There are as many
views of what Salt
Spring is - and what
it should be - as there are can only afford to stay here thanks
islanders. I enjoy debating those to the meagre income they get from
different positions as much as the their rentals.
I know of four such people who
next person - probably more. And
I believe that electing people with have left Salt Spring - or are leavdiverse opinions is paramount to ing - directly as a result of the
Trust's enforcement of this portion
protecting the future of our island.
What I cannot support is electing of the Land Use Bylaw.
The "illegal suites" section of the
somebody who only pretends to listen. If you and I disagree on an bylaw was argued against by
issue, so be it; that's the crux of islanders for years. At every meetdemocracy. When we speak our ing I attended, for over a year,
minds publicly on whatever issues speaker after speaker got up and
we feel strongly about, that pleaded with Mr. Borrowman to
abolish that section. At one meetstrengthens democracy.
However, if a candidate for elec- ing, the chairperson asked for a
tion changes his position just prior show of hands.
Out of 104 people in the audito an election - to a stance that
appears to be more popular, forgive ence, 102 raised their hands in support of secondary suites.
me if I'm more than a tad sceptical.
I wouldn't be surprised if there's (Coincidentally, I'm sure, Ms.
been an upswing in the sales of Thorburn was one of the two people
Gravol at Pharmasave in the past two who didn't support the idea.)
Mr. Borrowman has, in past,
weeks. The dizzying speed with
which Mr. Borrowman has been responded to representations about
changing his position on certain the importance of this type of housissues is leaving many folks nau- ing to islanders by stating that an
seous. Having said that, he's far individual simply has to apply for
more supple than I ever realized, as rezoning. A few months ago he
he's spent the last few weeks leaping expressed surprise that were so few
back and forth across the fence with- applications.
He either doesn't understand that
out once colliding with Ms.
Thorburn as she sits regally on top of a $4,000 application fee is beyond
the reach - hell it's beyond the
it.
.
For the past three years, Mr. dreams - of most of the folks I
Borrowman's arrogance and intran- mentioned earlier, or he doesn't
sigence on the issue of secondary care. Two weeks ago, Mr.
suites as an integral and traditional Borrowman graciously waved his
part of Salt Spring's affordable wand and reduced the fee to $1,000.
He still doesn't get it. Enforcing a
housing has been clear to all.
We all have friends - long time "no secondary suites" bylaw on Salt
Salt Springers - who have only Spring will have a more devastating
been able to afford to live here, long-term impact on our communiwork here, and bring their kids up ty than Texada had on our forests.
And what about that other disaphere, because they've been able to
rent a small cabin or suite. Many of pearing bit of Salt Spring history
the "landlords" (ha! what a distort- and culture - the small family
ed word that is when applied to a farm. At both all-candidates meetsingle-parent mom) of these places · ings, Mr. Borrowman claimed that
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the farm community was "thoroughly listened to" regarding Land
Use Bylaw 355. That's a load of
sheep pooh. Most major recommendations on behalf of island
farmers were rejected by
Borrowman.
The Trust's own Agricultural
Advisory Committee, the Farmers'
Institute, the Land Commission,
even the Ministry of Agriculture,
have all stated their concerns that
agricultural interests have been hurt
by the bylaw.
In Ms. Thorburn's case, she hasn't had the guts to stand up and tell
the electorate what her real agenda
is. For the past two years she's been
openly opposed to "secondary
suites," or "second kitchens" or
"illegal suites" - whatever you
want to call the traditional form of
affordable housing on Salt Spring.
At the all-candidates meeting in
Fulford, when the candidates were
specifically asked for their position
on secondary suites, Ms. Thorburn
chose not to expand on her position.
This wasn't some innocuous
question about ferry schedules; this
question concerned the issue that
Ms. Thorburn says privately is her
most important issue. Yet she chose
to stay silent. Ms. Thorburn should
have stood up and said, "Yes, I'm
opposed to secondary suites. I
pushed hard to get that provision of
the bylaw passed and I've been
pushing hard for its enforcement."
If this is what we can expect
from her as a trustee, thanks but no
thanks.
As I said earlier, we can have
vastly differing views on almost
every issue that comes before us as
islanders. That's not the point. The
point is, whatever your views, stand
up and defend them openly. To do
otherwise is cowardly and deceptive. How can you possibly expect
people to understand or share your
opinions if you don't feel secure
enough about them to discuss them
candidly?
Remember, we're islanders. And
you can't fool islanders when it
comes to fishy smells.

If Salt Spring Islanders were electing a municipal council on
Saturday, the candidates for Islands Trust would make an ideal slate.
There's something for everyone in the nine who are running, but the
pity is we can vote for only two.
That's not the only pity, of course. The greater one is that we cannot have a municipal election and must be content with the old triumvirate of two trustees and a regional director: under-represented,
over-taxed and ill-governed.
But enough whining.
Salt Spring voters now have that special, triennial opportunity to
make some small but perhaps significant changes in local governance, and pursue some objectives that might create some small
improvements . One such objective is ensuring cooperation between
the Trust and the Capital Regional District.
Candidate Eric Booth (Eric Both?) has taken that factor to an
extreme by seeking a seat on both. Booth brings some baggage to the
race. His strong affiliation with an organization whose goal is
sovereignty for Salt Spring will make it difficult for some to view
him as a credible candidate. On the other hand, Booth has proved
himself strong on ideas, and some are much less nutty than leading
Salt Spring o,ut of Canada.
His rivals have pointed out the value of having three different people serving Salt Spring at the Trust and the CRD. It is an argument
that has some merit, though it sounds weak coming from opponents
of incorporation, which would have drastically improved the ratio of
representation.
The incumbent trustee has been one_of those to point out the need
for collaboration. But some might say that David Borrowman has
done his time - two terms - and it's time for a change. Others
might point to his experience as sufficient reason for giving him
another three years.
Yet that experience has not served Borrowman well in the Trust's
handling of the vacation rentals issue. Its decision to begin enforcing
the bylaw was a good one. It should do the same with all the bylaws.
But to do so in this case without a hint of concern for the broader
implications to the tourist-based economy or the individuals who
have engaged in the practice for so long was not the mark of an
astute politician or devoted servant of the people.
Borrowman has also failed to assuag~ the concerns the farming
community has with the Land Use Bylaw, alienating a large sector of
the population, people who are now looking to Tom Pickett for leadership.
Like many other candidates, Pickett likes to stress the need for
public input in local governance, while decrying the cronyism
between governing bodies and advisory agencies such as the planning commission. Yet both can lead to the same thing: government
by a cadre of elected officials and the special mterests that either
populate the advisory groups or attend the meetings.
Paul Marcano points to the Internet as a saviour of modem democracy for its ability to link large numbers of people. There may well
be some merit in what he says, but ultimately democratic government comes down to elected representatives acting for us.
Should we not look for candidates who we feel are capable of decision-making on our behalf?
By far the strongest showing of this election has come from
Kimberly Lineger, whose performance at all-candidates meetings has
probably won her the support of many voters. She showed herself to
be well-informed, articulate, keen on new ideas and unafraid to
broach sensitive subjects. Yet she was not confrontational in doing
so.
Not so well informed yet appealing just the same is Dean Crouse.
His youthful enthusiasm and interest might well attract younger voters to the polling booths. But if wisdom comes with age and experience, many voters might prefer to see him try again on a future ballot.
If just one element of Ellie Thorburn's campaign should live
beyond Saturday's vote then it should be her desire to move away
from the "we-they" attitudes that are often so prevalent. They are a
quirk of human nature that creates an atmosphere in which solutions
are elusive.
A key campaign statement by Sheri Nielson was her wish to u,nderstand why voters rejected incorporation. Whatever we do to improve
local governance - which is surely one of the central issues of the
election campaign - we need to know the reasons for that large no
vote back in June. We happen to like another of Nielson's governance options: a municipality with a mandate.
Housing and water are two more issues that candidates have r~ised,
but voters can be sure that no' one will be as well informed about
them as Dietrich Luth. The former regional director and this newspaper had major differences of opinion during his term in office but we
have never accused him of ignorance. A likeable man and a colourful
island character in the best sense of the term, Luth will find supporters on Saturday, though we cannot forget his predilection for withholding information from the public.
The contest for a seat on the regional board, meanwhile, has drawn
the interest of three islanders, Trust candidate Eric Booth, Doug
Rajala and Gary Holman. Rajala suffers from the disadvantage that
few voters will know enough about him and his campaign platform.
Holman, though, has been active on many fronts, is well known in
the community and has a good understanding of its needs.
Perhaps a stint on the regional board will lead him to a clear under- .
standing and acceptance of the benefits of municipal incorporation.
We believe the community would be better served if Booth were
elected instead to the Islands Trust. With Kimberley Lineger in the
other Trust committee seat and Holman at the CRD, Salt Spring
Islanders could look forward to another three years of under-representation and excessive taxation. But they might be better governed.
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We asked: What's a favourite rainy day memory?

Bruce Logan
Hiking in the mountains of
Kauai during a monsoon. Just
being out in nature during all
its rawness and the tropical
splendour.

Don Lawrence

Mary Davidson

(Nova Scotia)

Walking in Edinburgh. It was
just lovely being in Scotland. It
was raining pretty hard but the
rain is normally mild there. I
like walking in the rain.

We've been here a month and
haven't had rain, so we're
happy. Now that the rain is
here, we're going home.

·

Maureen and Michael
Flanagan (Victoria)
Yesterday. We're staying at a
spa on Salt Spring and you can
see we needed it. The grass is
dead. You know it hasn't been
raining for a long time.

Norma Eves
We once camped for two weeks in
a cranberry bog in Connecticut.
It was so wet, we stopped drying
our clothes. We were there with
four kids in an Austin Mini. We
decided we had to make it fun
because it was so miserable. We
bought all the kids radios.

Letters to the Editor
Keep learning
I was disheartened to read
your "Food for the future"
editorial in the November 6
Driftwood.
After what seemed to be
kudos for Dan Jason's seed
sanctuary initiative, the writer proceeded to show that he
missed the point
You're right that the science around genetically engineered (GE) food is fuzzy
and scarce. It is also biased,
conducted by the very corporations involved in the GE
business. But with the suggestion that GE opponents
are fear-mongers, the writer
fails to see that if we wait and
see, there will be no turning
back The issues of contamination and assimilation of
foreign genes into the genetic
makeup of plants, as well as
utter control of our food by
multinationals who own the
seed, will be a fait accompli.
It will be a moot point if
after years of scientific
study, we find out that this
was a mistake. We won't be
able to fix it
So what's the hu rry?
Rather than the current doctrine of "substantial equivalence," let's demand that our
government to adopt a "precautionary principle," which
is believed to be the most

responsible way to address
any doubts about safety.
What have we got to lose?
And our government
should still conduct unbiased
research and allow us to
make our own personal
choices as to whether or not
we wish to purchase GE
food, by introducing mandatory labelling.
For an informative and
totally engaging discussion
of the issue, I recommend a
recent, local film directed by
Marianne Kaplan, entitled
Deconstructing Supper.
Or read about more from
Ann Clark, at the University
of Guelph:
www.plantuoguelph.ca/fa
culty/eclark;
www.plant.uoguelph.ca/faculty/eclark
'
See
also,
Genetic
Engineering Alert (GE
Alert)
www.canadians . org/gealert/index2.html;
www.canadians. org/gealert/index2.html. This is "an
independent group of scientists, academics, and agricultural professionals committed to infor ming Canadians
about the imp lications of
agricultural ge netic e ngi neering."
We need to keep lear.ning
and keep talking.
ANNE MILLER,

Sunset Drive

Change
assured

vote Luth and Marcano, the
team that will most certainly
ensure
change.
See
www.trustchange.com.
DIETRICH LUTH,
PAUL MARCANO,

We would like to thank the
community for coming out
Trust candidates 2002
and seeing us during the
campaign and for their valuable comments regarding our
I would like to clarify my
platform and team approach statement in my November 6
to our run for Islands Trust
Viewpoint that the Trust
The Luth-Marcano team website contains no details
want to be your trustees for about the Islands Trust govthe next three years, not only ernance proposal.
to grapple with the difficult
The Trust Council section
polarization of Salt Spring of the website does have
issues but to move the island four pages marked "draft"
towards more participatory that suggest possible expanlocal governance.
sion of Islands Trust powers.
Certainly as more of us go It is proposed that provincial
online that potential has legislation be changed to
increased like never before "assign local government
to network ourselves and
authority to the Islands
exchange valu able ideas.
Trust" so that the ful( local
Through the development of
governance 'tool box' would
our proposed Internet hub of
community networking and be available to island comadditional informal meetings munities through the Islands
we hope to channel the Trust."
Does this mean that the
forces of island living into a
and its taxpayers could
Trust
u nified , comp leme ntary
effort to mee t to morrow's beco me respo nsi bl e fo r
nee ds, whe th er they are maintain ing and paying for
social, economic or environ- local roads, polici ng, sewer
mental. We are determined and water system s, recreto offer the community new ation facilities and the full
tool s to harmon ize th ese ra nge of serv ices usuall y
provided by municipal and
issues for the benefit of all.
regional
governments? The
We ask for your support
on November 16 . Please draft does not say, and the
minutes of the two council

Questions

meetings at which the new
directions were discussed are
not provided.
As in David Borrowman's
speeches and campaign literature, there are some finesounding but vague references to a more equitable tax
system and to increasing
local
representation.
However, no information is
provided on what these
phrases mean.
There is a suggestion that
changes would be "subject
to local assent." What does
this mean? Would there be a
referendum on each island
for each service that the
Trust wished to take over on
that island, or would voters
be asked to give blanket
approval for the Trust to take
over whatever it would later
choose?
Would our assent be
sought before provincial legislation is changed or afterwards?
Why did the Trust take its
proposal to provi ncial cabinet min is ters in M arch,
2002, before taking it to their
own taxpayers?
It is interesting that in his
Jetter in the last editi on of
th e
Dri ftw oo d ,
Mr.
Borrowman attack s Mr.
Booth for leaving too many
question s unanswered. Mr.
Borrowman might remember

that when pointing a finger,
three are pointing to oneself
It seems strange that Mr.
Borrowman endorses reform
of the Trust without knowing
exactly what changes are
contemplated, what they will
cost, and how they will be
approved and legislated.
Perhaps these details
should be made clear before
anyone endorses anything.
PETER LAKE,

Salt Spring

Most
opposed
Regarding the In-Depth
article in the November 6
issue of the Driftwood, it
appears that the only people
who continuously share
their views on the vacation
rentals issue are the -ones
who are in it to make money
and the agencies that represent them.
I'm sure most islanders
wo uld support full-time
local residents who wish to
rent out their primary reside nce for a co uple of
months a year to help out
with the bills, bu t I thin k
most of us are opposed to a
commercial approac h and
financi al gain by a se lect
few.
MORE LEITERS A10

There is no free ride on path to political office
First, a correction:
Marvin
Wideen was Dean
of Education at
SFU whe n he
BY BRENDA GUlLED
offered his faculty 's expertise to
help improve the
all those who are putting their
university 's teaching.
Second, SFU now has a time and money where their
"Faculty Learning Community" mouths are.
What does it cost to run for Trust,
which "engages faculty in a yearlong program directed at enhanc- CRD, or school board? I asked
ing teaching and learning." Sign- some candidates at the open house
at the high school on Saturday
up is voluntary.
On :mother track, Dr. Wideen afternoon what their bills were.
Trust candidate Sheri Nielson
twice ran for his local school
board, and he said it was expen- said that, "My big surprise was
sive. He wasn't up to a third run that this actually takes money."
She thought she could run for
at it, for this and other reasons.
For most candidates, seeking public office by meeting and talkpublic office is an act of altruism. ing in public places, but "there
I'm too new to Salt Spring to are restrictions. You can't talk
weigh in about specific issues about politics or religion in any
and their proponents, but I can of the public parks or Legions,"
say unequivocally that I admire for example. Some business have

SPRINGBOARD

"simply allowed me to be there,"
but they don't want to be seen as
supporting a particular candidate.
Other "businesses don 't want to
be associated with politics of any
sort."
She said, "I do not have a big
budget machine. It's difficult to
go out and ask for co-ntributions."
She hoped "people would realize
I need help" - and some have.
She has some anonymous contributors, through a financial
agent ·
"I have zero budget," Trust
candidate Tom Pickett said. At
least that's how he headed into
the campaign. He now has "three
different people paying for three
different things. They've paid for
ads, flyers- about $500."
CRD candidate Doug Rajala
said that, "being elected shouldn't depend on how much is being
spent." He spent his entire $500
budget to mail a flyer to every

island voter. He said, most hearteningly, that, "I've won already,
because people have read my
handout." He's happy to have
gotten people thinking about
some bottom line issues re: housing and building regulations and
fees.
Trust candidate Kimberly
Lineger said that, after throwing
her hat in the ring, "People came
up to me and said, 'Oh, you need
money ' - quite a few people."
When the tally's in, the ·c ost of
ads, renting halls, and flyers will
be "a couple thousand bucks."
Ellie Thorburn, on the Trust
slate, said that, "I gave away the
whole campaign budget to my
committee ." She was "determined not to run if I didn't have a
committee behind me." She
reports "a huge number of people" helping her. "For example,
one person did all my proofing."
She didn't divulge her budget;

others are handling it for her.
Sch ool tru stee inc umbe nt
Judith Boel said that she's not
doing posters, flyers, etc. She's
spent "less than $400. I'm j ust
absorbing the cost."
Contenders are putting in a lot
of time as well. Dean Crouse said
that he ' s managing to balance
family, work, and community, but
still, he 's been at every candidates' forum, which is time away
from other things.
Ellie said that, "jobs that would
normally take me five minutes
now take half-an-hour because I
have to stop and talk along the
way." Sheri noted, with a laugh, a
"factor of four" re: time.
The candidates and many more
behind-the-scenes people are giving irreplaceable time and real,
after-tax money to their vision of
community. Good folks all, and
we're all the better for their contributions.
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More letters

Corning home after a holiday and reading back issues
of the Driftwood, one can't
Eric has demonstrated his
help being impressed by the
passion for and understandnumber of dedicated candiing of our island' s needs as
dates who are running for
only a life-long citizen of
the position of island trustee
Salt Spring Island can do.
or regional director.
Eric not only challenges the
However, we were rather
way land use and service
taken aback by Eric Booth's
issues have been dealt with
announcement that he was
in the past but also continuseeking a position as island
ally offers creative and contrustee and regional director.
structive solutions for our
In our opinion, this is not community.
_
feasi ble . One cannot be in
Who hasn't seen Eric sittwo places at once even if ting hour upon hour at a
one uses an alternate.
desk in the Islands Savings
Our experience with his
Credit Union eagerly proproposed alternate ; last
moting the use of Salt
year's regional director, was
Spring currency that he
not a hap py o ne . Letters
helped create? This currency
were u nan sw ered, ph o ne
has
garnered acclaim from
calls not returned, etc.
around
the gl obe and has
Both positio ns, is land
pumped tens of thousands of
trustee and regional director,
dollars back into our local
require a great deal of backeconomy.
ground knowledge of the
Internationally renowned
official community plan and
artists
from our community
its bylaws, as well as of
such as Carol Evans and
regional matters which
· Robert Bateman have recogextend beyond Salt Spring.
nized the value of this curIs Mr. Booth "hedging his
rency to our community and
bets" by trying for two positions at once?
will be doing the artwork for
Full marks to him for his
the $50 and $100 bills. We
dedication. We very much
should be so lucky! Thank
doubt he can fulfill his obliyou Eric for making this
gation to the public on both
happen.
fronts .
As to Eric being in a conWhatever one 's thoughts
flict of interest if he is both
on these matters, there is a
regional director and islands
responsibility on our part to
trustee, I cannot think of a
get out and vote.
more absurd notion! You
PAT and DAVID MASSY,
must appreciate that out of
Old .Scott Road
26 trustees Salt Spring only
has two. Two trustees out of
26 to represent the interests
of o ur comm u nity at the
I strongly support Eric
Trust table.
Booth to represent our comEric's detractors say that if
munity as both CRD director
he is regio nal director he
and as Islands Trust trustee.
may not put the Trust first as

Booth
for both
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a trustee and will undermine
the Trust. I don't know about
you but if we only have two
voices at a table of 26 where
land use decisions are being
made that will profoundly
affect my community, I want
the strongest voice I can get
at that table representing the
needs of our island!
Eric represents change,
creative comm unity decision-making, strong leadership skills and , above all
else, an often-demonstrated
strong passion for the community he lives in. Eric's
track record and his platform
speak for themselves. A vote
for Eric is a vote for a better
· community.
WAYNE FRASER,
Salt Spring

Best served
I am impressed by the number of candidates for Trust,
CRD and school board positions, and sincerely commend
all of the individuals who have
put their names forward.
Political office is a tremendously time-consuming and
often thankless task. As voters,
we should all be thankful that
anyone is willing to run for
office! But how on earth do
we decide for whom to cast
our precious vote?
As someone who has been
in office (as CRD director,
1989-93), I can say without
hesitation that the electorate is
almost always better served by
people who have some previous experience with local government or community decision-making than those who
don"t. These individuals know
. from experience how complex

On November 16th VOTE

KIMBERLY
LINEGER
For ISLAN DS T RUST

issues are, the many constraints on their ability to act
and make decisions, and the
astonishing diversity (especially on Salt Spring!) of community values, attitudes and ideas
about any given issue.
Their thoughtful consideration of issues often does not
come across as well in the
media or at town hall meetings
as the dramatic one-line condemnations of things as they
are, and sparkling promises to
make bold changes (generally
in the interests of some "silent
majority".)
What I look for now in
'someone who I will be
depending on to represent my
interests in the highly complex, constrained and bureaucratic world of local governance is intelligence, experience, qepth of understanding
of issues and previous involvement in community decisionmaking. I want performance,
not promises.
As an aside, I would also
like to submit my opinion,
again as a previous CRD
director, that there are some
inherent conflicts in the functions of the CRD and the
Islands Trust that would make
it extremely difficult for one
individual to fulfill both roles.
Quite apart from that, I doubt
that there is anyone who could
do it without serious threat to
their health and sanity.
Please make sure you vote!
JUUA ATKINS,
Brookwood Place

In defence
The bylaw making vacation
rentals illegal on Salt Spring
has apparently been in effect

for some 30 years.
David Borrowman indicates
this was acceptable until agencies "wrecked the practice for
everyone ."
(Driftwood,
October 30).
Rental agencies responded
to a need. We offer a service
which ensures there is an onisland representative of the
property owner on a 24-hour
basis. We provide protection to
bpth owner and guest through
legal contract and controlled
security deposits, as well as
offering an avenue for arbitration.
Commercial is not a fourletter word, David.
BRUCE MILLS,
Island Explorer Property
Management Ltd.

More attacks
As a result of Liberal government cutbacks, the health
benefits to public service pension plan retirees have been
reduced.
This affects the Medical
Service Plan premiums,
extended health coverage and
eliminates the dental coverage.
The municipal pension plan is
under similar attack.
These changes are a result
of the government's delisting
of paramedical services such
as chiropractic care and physiotherapy,
increased
Pharrnacare deductibles and
the increase in Medical
Services Plan premiums.
This is deplorable. The
Liberal government continues
to prey upon those with limited income and resources,
those most in need of the
social and medical services. In
the case of pe nsion plan

changes, retirees who h11ve
contributed throughout their
working lives towards pensions and who are now on
fixed incomes find themselves
facing what amounts to a
reduction in pensions. These
folks are the working class
retirees who have supported
improvements to the social
and Medicare programs over
the past decades, for which
Canadians can be grateful.
There is more to come if
the Liberal government proceeds with its plan for January
2003. Pharmacare benefits
will be based -on income .
British Columbians will be
expected to cover the costs of
drugs up to two to three per
cent of their net family
income. That means a family
with a net annual income of
$20,000 will be expected to
pay the first $600 of the cost
of drugs. The current
deductible for a senior over
age 65 is $275. Consider these
increased costs in addition to
the increased cost of Medical
- Services Plan premiums,
increased costs of therapies
and the increasing costs of
housing and care for our aging
family members.
With continued cuts to
social services, medical services and Pharmacare, the
health of British Columbians
will decline and further burden the health care system.
And - that's another cut the
Liberal government wants to
make, dismantling our public
health care system. Speaking
out and joining the fight
against these cuts has never
been more important.
SHARON ARMSTRONG,
Dukes Road
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If elected I will:
Seek and support community
participation and input on all issues
related to the Trust.
Ensure a transparent process and
accountability to the community.
Work towards developing greater
cooperation and collaboration between
the Trust, CRD, community groups
and other levels of government.
Endeavour to represent the interests of
the whole community.

The emphasis of Island governance
should be on local knowledge in the
decision-making process and the
promotion of increased public participation.
No decision of the Islands Trust should be
perceived to be made behind closed doors,
nor without input from the community.

Set the Trust Agenda based on
priorities identified by the community.

Islands Trust [X]

Ignorance
I think your editorial last
week on GM foods dis-played ignorance and lack
of research.
I wrote a letter to the
Driftwood some time ago
suggesting people read
Kathleen Hart's book .
Eating in the Dark:
America's experiment with
genetically engineered food.
It is available at the library.
She has documented
research on monarch butterflies dying because the larvae ate pollen from GE
corn, sheep developed diabetes and had farrowing
problems and humans have
ended up in emergency
rooms with severe gastrointestinal problems from
eating tacos made with BT
com.
A few years ago, 450
scientists from 56 countries signed an open letter
sent to the U.S. Congress,
the UN and the World
Trade Organization. The
letter cited studies that
demonstrate the risks of
GE foods. Among these
risks are: acute toxic
shock ; delayed immunological reactions; autoimmune reactions; cancer;
and anti -biotic resistant
bacteria.
In June of this year,
Agriculture Canada very
quietly published results of
their studies on canola GE
seeds showing that there
are now only two types of
seeds out of a variety of 70
that can be used as certified seed . All the others
have degrees of contamination from GE seeds. Is that
not appalling?
I see this as the pattern
of human invention .
Products are invented, put
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on the market with a huge
sales promotion and little
research is done regarding
the consequences of the use
of the product until we have
problems.
Most of us know how
large corporations manipulate information. They also
fire scientists who don't
come out with resu'lts in
their favour.
There is still DDT in
birds' eggs. Most of us have
seen the pictures of children
in Russia born with one and
a half arms after Chernobyl.
We have been guinea pigs
for a long time.
GE, GM, BT foods and
seeds are already with us.
Saskatchewan organic
farmers are bravely fighting
for their livelihood. They
have a class-action suit
against Monsanto and
Aventis (now Bayer). The
GE seeds are carried by
wind, birds, animals and
distributed everywhere .
Hopefully the farmers can
act in time to prevent contamination of other crops
such as wheat, flax, rye and
barley.
When it comes to feeding
the world, we'll have better
food and soil the more we
have farmers converting
from chemical farming to
organic methods . This is
happening on the prairies.
Farmers testify to how
much happier they are having converted. They are
rebuilding soils and getting
better yields and peace of
mind. GE seeds are now a
threat to their way of life.

Dan Jason is acting with
integrity by saving seeds.
Monsanto and Bayer's interest is p~ofit, now. The public
can be ·influential. Supply
and demand. Ask for certified organic grain products,
buy locally and support
small co-operatives.
Two useful websites are:
www.saskorganic.com and
www.friendsoffreedom.org.
Monsanto wants to get its
GE wheat out there next
year.
M.L. JOHNSTONE,
Bittancourt Road

Mea culpa
After re-reading the apologia of Tony Richards and the
equally lengthy and convoluted one of Tom Navratil, I
am in the grip of fears that I
may have misjudged the _Salt
Spring
Chamber
of
Commerce.
The Chamber voted to
rid itself of the bothersome
requirement that its members work within the
framework of the law. Silly
me, I leapt to the knee-jerk
conclusion that this was
done out of old familiar
self-serving motives of
greed and avarice. Not so,
say the above-named apologists.
And if I read their defensive ramblings correctly, the
very opposite is true. What
pumps and drives the
Chamber on, above all, is a
need to serve this island that
it loves . If its members
should benefit incidentally,
good on them.

If I have it right they are
like what General Motors is
to America - what's good
for the Chamber is good for
the island. If the members
benefit by ignoring some
bylaw that they deem a bad
law, i.e., not in their best
economic interest, then it
follows, their beloved island
benefits.
What we have, I now realize, is not a little gang of
crass scofflaws and opportunists, as I first thought, but
public-spirited citizens, corporate and otherwise, who
wish to serve their community (and themselves) not
necessarily by civil disobedience but by civil disobedience if necessary. Move over
eco-freaks
and
you
protesters, here comes the
Chamber ready and willing
to chain itself to the first
bylaw it doesn't like.
Such is the extent of the
new revolutionary fervour
within the Chamber that the
vote to scrap the onerous
need to obey the law was
almost unanimous. Only the
Boltons voted against it and
quit in disgust.
So let us salute this new
fire in the belly of our august
chamber.
Let's raise clenched fists
in solidarity with our new
comrades and raise our voices in a ringing cry once
more: _Up the Chamber!
If my earlier mild murmurs of derision bruised any
sensibilities among the
Chamber, then I make abject
apology from my bottom to
my heart.

BILL SIGURGEIRSON,
Miles Avenue

Sorry
Recently I was involved
in an incident that resulted
in damage to someone's
property.
I feel very badly about
what happened and I am
sorry for what I did.
I got caught up in something which got out of con-

trol and if I could go back
again I would not do what I did.
I want everyone here to
feel they live in a community where people get along
and feel safe.
I feel sad about what I did
and am very sorry for what
happened.
NAME WITHHELD

Editor's note: The above
letter was written by a
young offender whose name
cannot legally be published.
MORE LETTERS A12

MEADOWBROOK SENIORS SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
SALT SPRING ISLAND

INVITES APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS
Meadowbrook is a 38 unit supportive housing facility due to
open in mid - 2003, operated by a non-profit society, and
providing a full range of services including meals,
housekeeping, laundry and recreational activities.

ADMINISTRATOR
This is a part-time position (3 days/week) that includes
The functions of chief executive officer and relief building
manager. The Administrator assumes full responsibility for
all aspects of the management of the facility, under the
general guidance of the Board. On designated days, the
Administrator provides 24 hr on-call emergency relief
in the absence of the building manager.

BUILDING MANAGER
This is a full time (5 days/week) live-in position with 24 hr
emergency on-call responsibilities. The Building Manager
has daily contact with the residents, monitors their well-being
and security, takes responsibility for all aspects of building
operation and maintenance,.and monitors the provision
of a variety of resident services on a daily basis.
Applications must be received by Nov 22 2002, addressed to:

The Treasurer
Gulf Islands Seniors Residence Association
121 Atkins Ad, Salt Spring Island
VSK 2A5
Ph 250 537 9242
meadowbrook@ saltspring.com

Meadowbrook
SENIORS '
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Kimberly Lineger
Island Trust Candidate
Issues in 2002
Water
Water is our most valuable resource- without it we cannot maintain our
Island lifestyle.
•
We need a cooperative effort between the Trust, CRD, water
authorities and other levels of government and the community to
address water quality, quantity and conservation issues.
•
We need to develop innovativ~ methods for supplying water to
Islanders and for protection of our water resources.
Environment
The Trust mandate is to preserve and protect our Island's natural
environment.
•
We need to implement the Natural Area Protection Tax on Salt
Spring to reward (via tax cuts) those property owners who engage
in voluntary stewardship of the natural environment.
•
We need to utilize the Salt Spring Island Regional 9onservation
Plan being completed by the Islands Trust Fund to identify sensitive
ecosystems that req1-1ire protection.
Tourism Management
Tourism is a growing industry -on Salt Spring as each year the number
of visitors increases.
•
We need community supported development of a growth
management plan for tourism that addresses such issues as
marina development, vacation rentals, parking, traffic congestion,
environmental impacts and public transportation.
•
We need community discussion and careful examinations of how
other communities have addressed vacation rentals; Discussion
should focus on balancing the need to protect the rural character of
our residential neighbourhoods while at the same time exploring
options for a regulated means of providing this tourism-related
service.

Affordable Housing
Affordable housing helps maintain our Island's diversity of people and
lifestyles.
•
We need to promote affordable housing initiatives, whether initiated
by the Trust or local community groups and support "traditional
forms" of affordable housing already existing on our Island.
Local Governance
Trust governance reform proposals provide a "jumping off point'' for
community discussion of where we go following the referendum on
incorporation.
•
We need to determine if we are satisfied that these proposals are
the best we can do for our Island and whether there are other
options that need to be considered.
Bylaw Enforcement
Ineffective bylaw enforcement is creating conflict and division in our
neighbourhoods.
•
We need to ensure that the current process of initiating bylaw
investigations is a fair and balanced process that does not discriminate against some property owners while favouring others.

On November 16th VOTE

KIMBERLY
LINEGER
For ISLANDS TRUST

Contribution cheques may·be made payable to the Kimberly Lineger Campaign and addressed to Dyanne Lineger (Financial Agent), 172 Lawnhi/1 Drive, SSI, VBK 1M9.
If you or your Group or Association would like to invite Kimberly to attend your next meeting, please contact John Martin-McNab at 537-2891.
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More letters
Eric responds
The Buddhist monk,
Thich Nhat Hanh, once said
- "In order to rally people,
politicians need enemies.
They want us to be afraid, to
hate, so we will rally behind
them. And if they do not
have a real enemy, they will
invent one in order to mobilize us."
In that regard, I was flattered to have been singled
out last week in the
Driftwood letters section by
Judi Stevenson, 11urray
Reiss, (Gary Holman's campaign team member) and
David Borrowman.
Now, as my mother
always told me, ladies first.
Judi appears not to take
exception to my "tax math."
We pay $1.13 million to the
Trust. $230,000 goes to support the Preserve and
Protect mandate and Trust
Fund, leaving $900,000 for
local land use planning on
Salt Spring. $250,000 of
that is categorized as a subsidy to other islands, leaving
$650,000. Communities of
up to 25,000 in B.C pay a
maximum of $300,000 for
land use planning, which
means we overpay for our
planning by a minimum of
$350,000.
Combined with the "subsidy," this means we pay at
least $600,000 more than
we should. Judi stated that
my belief Salt Spring taxpayers shouldn't subsidize
landowners and developers
on other islands for the
development of those
islands (for that is precisely
what land use planning is all
about) "lacks generosity,
commitment to our neighbours and an understanding
of just what we are preserving and protecting."
So, if I grasp what she is
saying, as an example, she
feels that a senior citizen,
who is a long-time home
owner on Salt Spring Island,
living on a fixed income,
should subsidize the taxes of

WINNING NUMBERS
FOR SATURDAY, NOV 9, 2002

12, 13, 30, 31, 44, 49
Bonus 45

a million-dollar waterfront
estate on Galiano just purchased by someone who
lives in California.
Murray's letter is even
more perplexing. He neatly
sidesteps the fact that 14 of
the 16 regional directors are
already involved in land-use
planning in their communities by saying Salt Spring
voters in June had already
dismissed a style of government that combines land use
and services. At first glance
this could appear to be a
valid point of view.
The problem is that
11urray is in favour of the
Trust moving towards a special regional district status
that would combine land-use
planning with services under
the mantle of the Trust.
And that is what perplexes
me. If it walks like a duck,
quacks like a duck and looks
like a duck, it's evidently
something else in Murray's
book.
Last, but not least, David's
sidestepping of the tax
issues I've raised is a great
example of his most wonderful ability to misdirect
attention.
Instead of trying to
explain why we're overpaying for land-use planning, he
defensively states, "One of
the reasons for reforming the
Trust is to address the financial inequities which Mr.

ning? Why do we continue
to hear promises, each and
every election, from future
islands trustees and CRD
directors, that they will
strive towards "better" cooperation? Doesn't this highlight an underlying problem
that doesn't occur anywhere
else?
We've gotten so used to
having these kinds of problems, we've come to accept
that it's all just
of island
life.
But, how have lawsuits,
disagreements , misunderstandings and cross-purpose
planning benefitted Salt
Spring taxpayers?
Over the past few weeks I
have been criticized, not on
my priorities, objectives or
my platform, but, of all
things, for presenting a creative solution to a longstanding problem.
I love and want to serve
my community, and I do not
aspire to "higher office." ,
Most importantly, I will
always act in the best interests of my community, both
at the CRD and Trust tables.
ERIC BOOTH,

Booth and others find objectionable." Notice he didn't
include himself in that statement?
David stated that I have
"not been clear about where
(I) will lead."
My published platform
statement not only "outlines" what my priorities are,
but expands upon how I
think they can be implemented in a bottom-up fashion as opposed to what has
clearly been a top-down attitude for the past six years.
David closes his letter
with the accusation that,
"11r. Booth leaves too many
questions unanswered." I
challenge any voter on this
island to produce someone
who has asked me a question I have not addressed,
Trust and CRD candidate
and promptly.
I hope voters this Saturday
are able to -spot the walk and
quacks of expensive ducks
when they see them.
As for criticism about my
decision to run for both the
CRD and Trust offices,
nowhere else in North
America does a community
have its elected representa- ,
tives for land-use and service planning politically separated.
How has this division benefitted Salt Spring over the
past 28 years? Has it resulted in harmony between the
left and right hands of plan-

part

See us for a fast
quote on all your
building requirements!
Concrete
Insulation
Flooring
Painting
Roofing
Windows
Heating
v Lighting
t/ Eaves

t/
t/
t/
t/
t/
t/

t/ Siding
v Decking
tl' Fencing
t/ Lumber
.t Tools
t/ Electrical
v Plumbing
v Septic Field
(infiltrators)

For all your building
requirements, large or small!

We can arrange delivery to Salt Spring Island
FURNITURE • APPLIANCES
MATTRESSES

Re-Elect

Judith BOEL
School Trustee
I am a long-time resident of Salt Spring who has been involved in
community development for 25 years. I will keep the views of a diverse
constituency before the board and advocate for the maintenance and
improvement of our programs based on local values.
As your School Trustee, I will continue to dedicate myself toward:
• Promoting a healthy and safe workplace for students and employees
• Maintaining clear and open lines of communication
• Actively seeking input from all partner groups and the community at large
• Recognizing the dedication of our employees and being sensitive to labour
issues
• Generating revenue in an ethical and principled manner
• Resolving conflicts while respecting divergent points of view
• Advocating for alternative forms of educational delivery within the public
system
• Fighting to maintain all our non-academic programs
• Finding ways to create jobs in a time of decreasing enrollment
• Being a creative, enthusiastic, energetic advocate for quality public education
I believe the student needs to be at the center of all that we do and plan
for. However, the needs of the students in our district cannot be
adequately served unless we also prioritize the well ness and professional
development of our employees. Our school system needs to be kept as
healthy and viable as possible, with or without adequate government
funding, for the learners to flourish. I look forward to helping make that
happen in the next three years. Thank you.
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More letters
Think about it

duce, forcing farmers to buy
next year's supply from the
patent holder rather than saving their own from this year's
crop?
As a parent and grandparent, this hits me at a visceral
level. What on earth are we
doing to our children and our
children's children? All the
mistakes and errors of our
forebears, with which we have
to deal, do not compare to the
deliberate genetic altering of
the most basic life stuff that
every human being depends
upon to exist - with exactly
no idea of the long-term, or
even medium-term consequences.
Irrational reaction? Where is
the rationality in allowing ourselves and future generations
to be guinea pigs?
A provocative editorial to
encourage debate is one thing.
Thoughtless support of irreversible actions is another.
Please, think about what you
are thinking about.

I can't help but scratch my
head in wonder when someone in a position of influence,
as newspaper editorialists frequently are, misses important
points - and then displays
their lack of understanding by
publishing an editorial on the
subject (''Food for the future;'
November 6 Driftwood).
One of the missed points is
that the very people who stand
to gain the most from genetically modified organisms are
in charge of "testing" the safety of said organisms. And
instead of cautious study and
slow determination of the
value (if any) and long-term
effects (totally unknown at this
point) in a protected environment, multinational chemical
corporations are hell bent on
releasing the GM seed with
staggering swiftness. The editorialist seemingly supports
the initiative by the multinaFREE TRADE: Lee Evans exhibits some Christmas gift ideas as she participates
tionals when opining:
in
a Unicef party at the United Church last weekend. The items were from a
" ... in celebrating this bold
TERISHAW,
PhotobyDerncklundy
Mayan
Co-op called Pop Atziak.
initiative, let us not be drawn
Fairway
Drive
into the irrational reaction seen ·
in some quarters to the development of GM foods. In
Europe, in particular, there
have been strong denunciations of the science that modifies plants genetically to create
a built-in resistance to certain
pests or diseases."
Irrational? Following along
in that vein it would be "rational" if:
softwood lumber mill owners from the southern U.S.
should be the only U.S. representatives at the Softwood
Lumber Treaty negotiations
between Canada and the U.S.;
automakers should be in
charge of detennining air pollution standards for automobiles;
multinational drug manufacturers should control drug
safety testing and legislation;
only campaign contributors
should be able to decide who
runs for public office.
Then again, that may all be
true and the inmates really are
running the asylum ... other"Ellie is the most energetic organized person that I have ever worked with and she understands the
wise, why would our elected
complexities of governance."
representatives deny us the
- JAMIE ALEXANDER
choice of using, or not using,
genetically modified organ"I've seen Ellie work effectively with a broad cross-section of community groups."
isms in our food by not mandating labelling?
- SUSAN EVANS
All the propaganda for alter"We think Ellie is a clear thinker and community minded."
ing the genetics of the very
- JULLIETTE AND RICK LAING
stuff that keeps us alive is
being produced by those who
"In years of community work, I've found Ellie to be a forthright leader and able to bring people
have the most to gain. On
what grounds could I possibly
together for practical problem-solving."
be convinced that multination-RON AIRD
al chemical manufacturers are
as interested in producing
"Ellie Thorburn is eminently qualified, has served on the Trust Advisory Planning Commission for
cheap, healthful food for the
10 years, understands and believes in the preserve and protect mandate and loves this island."
world as they are in lining their
own pockets? If that were the
-ANN RICHARDSON
case, why ensure that the seed
is patented to control and profit from its use? Why produce
sterile seed that cannot repro-

ELLIE THORBURN FOR ISLANDS TRUST

Wl".
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'' I believe we must protect not only the good
earth but the good water and air that sustains us
and all living creatures. We need to rededicate
ourselves to preserving these beautiful,.fragile
islands that have been entrusted to us."
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HOME
SERVICES

537·1517
1-877-231-15951
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• 19 years experience
• 100% money back guarantee
• Serving SSI and Outer Islands
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FALL SPECIAL

25°/o OFF ALL
• GUTIER

ELLIE THORBURN FOR ISLANDS TRUST
EXPERIENCE AND INTEGRITY

Please join me for an informal discussion of Community issues on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 FROM 7-9 P.M.
Harbour House Hotel

~

Nominated by Jim Helset and Maureen Milburn
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Ellie Thorburn Campaign Contributions can be mailed to:
Marion Pape 641 Rainbow Road, SSI. V8K 2M7
Submitted by the Ellie Thorburn Campaign Committee 537-4567
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CLEANING
•WINDOWCLEANING
• PRESSURE WASHING
COUPON EXPIRES NOV. 13, 02
SOME CONDITIONS APPLY
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Fraser, Borrowman debate
Off-base
Mr. Borrowman's letter in
the October 30 Driftwood
was so far off base that I
fear I cannot possibly
address all his misconceptions in this short letter.
I shall try.
Mr. Borrowman asked
what raised my ire. In a nutshell - his word play; his
lack of desire to find the
truth of the situation; his
constant use of false premises.
If Mr.
Borrowman
believes that bylaw interpretation can be infused with
relative terms and subjectivism then, to follow his
attempts at logic, it is clear
that vacation rentals are simply home-based businesses.
They are homes used to garner income.
Mr. Borrowman consistently claims that most vacatio n rental owners are
wealthy land speculators
with no relation to full-time
residency on Salt Spring,trying to create some kind of
big bad bogeyman that we
can all band together and
hate.
Nothing could be farther
from the truth. Have the
islands trustees approached
the rental agencies and
asked them what type of
people rent out their homes?
No!
The fact is that the majority of vacation rental owners
either live here or plan to
retire here. For the past nine
months these agencies and
many other concerned individuals have attempted to
dialogue with the Trust.
Mr. Borrowman has no't
asked questions of this
group but offers only flippant word play and nonsequitur arguments, comparing apples to oranges.
If Mr. Borrowman were
truly "sensitive" to the needs
of his constituents he would
engage in dialogue with
them. He would know who
these people are and know
also that his accusation that
I run a vacation rental agency belongs in the heap with
his other ill fo unded
assumptions. I make my living and support my family
as a carpenter.
Mr. Borrowman finds it
beyond belief that vacation
rentals can, in any possible
way, support family income.
He has been shown figures
upwards of $5 million/year
(conservatively derived from
the trustees' estimation of
300 vacation rentals on Salt
Spring.) Thi s economic
spin-off is going to tradespeople, maintenance people,
cleaners, shop keepers, artisans and booking agents on

More letters
Salt Spring. These are local
people and Mr. Borrowman
is not in touch with them.
Get a grip! Since when in
Canada do we punish people
for trying to get ahead or
planning for their retirement? Are you saying that if
you don't have cash in hand
and don't live here full-time
then you can't buy here?
What is the big deal if someone is fortunate enough to
own more than one home? If
you could manage to own
property on the Cayman or
Greek islands would you do
it? I bet you would.
My true desire is to keep
Salt Spring a place like the
rest of Canada where dreams
can be built and not hindered
by envy and vindictiveness.
DOUGLAS FRASER,

Salt Spring

David
responds
Douglas Fraser, in his letter this week, abhors "relative terms" and "subjectivism." This is important,
because we cannot have a
common understanding of
issues without speaking the
same language.
It is also why bylaws contain definitions. Commercial
accommodation is defined in
terms such as "temporary
rental (to those) who maintain a residence elsewhere."
Home-based business is
clearly attached to residential use, and residential is
defined in terms of permanent domicile.
To accommodate Mr.
Fraser, "home" would be
redefined to include a
dwelling that has no resident
owner, may use a booking
agent, and which must pay
GST, and the income from
which would be reported as
business income.
It could have different residents every few days . It
could also be several shortterm commercial rental
properties, which would
each qualify as homes
because one of them may
later become the single
dwelling of the owner.
What Mr. Fraser has done
is make clear is that the
community's current idea of
"commercial" is all but identical with his proposed definition of "home." The bylaw
now defines commercial in

terms which include " ..
.earning an income." And
Mr. Fraser says, vacation
rentals are " ... homes used
to garner income."
Regarding Mr. Fraser's
fig ures, I have seen a paper
titled "The Economic
Impact of Bylaw 355 to
Saltspring Island," which
may be the basis for his
claim that vacation rentals
generate some $5 million for
Salt Spring families. But the
paper makes wild assumptions, including that all
rental income remains on
Salt Spring, something
which even Mr. Fraser
would not agree with. Most
telling, the paper neglects to
reflect the economic benefit
of permanent residents who
are displaced by vacation
rentals, and spend yearround in the local economy.
Mr. Fraser's $5 million can
be safely reduced by half,
and may approach zero if
the benefits of full-time residents are added back in.
At Fulford Hall on Friday
night I said that islanders
want a fresh opportunity to
consider the vacation rentals
issue. Mr. Fraser has helped
to clarify the terms of the
debate.
It is clear that there are
two main kinds of vacation
rental. One belongs to the
full-time resident homeowner who uses his own home
as a vacation rental, for a
small part of the year. The
other is housing which has
been taken over for frankly
commercial purposes, and
no longer bears any relation
to "home."
I propose that the Trust
provide suggestions for protecting the first kind of
owner through bylaw
amendment or enforcement
policy. I also propose that
the public should be asked if
they now want to make to
make provision for commercial vacation rentals.
If so, rezoning could be
considered. That means that
islanders would take back
the power to decide the character of their own neighbourhoods, and the clear distinction between "home"
and "commercial," would be
restored.

GULF ISLA NDS DRIFTWOOD

Story behind the allegations
By JOHN WILCOX

What can we do for Salt
Spring's safe food?
This was the question at
the recent Saltspringers For
Safe Food talk given by
Brewster Kneen, Canada's
biotech critic.
The attitude and responsiveness of our elected representatives has a major impact
_on "what we can do right
here at home" to create alternatives to our 97 per cent
dependence on "distanced,"
imported, ind ustrial and
GMOfood.
Bob Andrew and Grace
Byrne, when they were
trustees, were instrumental in
creating an excellent OCP
for our community-based
natural resource food and
fibre economy.
When David Borrowman
and Bev Byron replaced
Andrew and Byrne, they did
not create the promised
enactment bylaw for the
plan. Instead, they created
"the omnibus bylaw," which
was seen as fundamentally
flawed by the farm community and non-compliant with
theOCP.
Following the enactment
of the bylaw, Minister of
Agriculture John va Dongen,
apprised of its non-conformance with provincial standards, expressed se)ious concern. He advised that his
ministry and the Land
Reserve Commission would
monitor application of this
bylaw as he did not want this
type of bylaw to spread.
Despite the voluntary

efforts of five community "encourage agriculture"
agriculture groups from the here.
region and the island, the
Yes, farmers are a tiny
bylaw was enacted with very constituency. It is very easy
little change. It now outlaws for those campaigning for
many nollilal farm practices.
office to ignore them. The
For example, only raw log mere existence of the ALR
exports are now allowed has given us all a false sense
from an ecoforest farm oper- of security for food (only
ation. Milling lumber is now land, not the farmer is saved).
prohibited. Environment It is rewarding now, however,
Ministry "no vegetative dis- to finally see that society is
turbance" waterbody setback beginning to take an active
recommendations have been role in understanding and
doubled and made law. This identifying with the stewardis a major "taking" of prop- ship and management needs
erty already set aside by the of their local food sovereignprovince for farming use ty economy (Saltspringers
(ALR). Given the literal For Safe Food and the
interpretation of the law ("no Growing Circle Food Coop
vegetative disturbance"), are examples).
Without responsive govnothing at all can be built on
a farm within 60 metres (200 ernment representatives,
feet) of a seasonal stream or however, our community
a lake. Where the Land will never be able to renew
Commission and the OCP its essential economy here.
call for additional housing
One of the most important
where needed on farms, this means by which we can now
bylaw restricts additional ensure we renew our land
housing on farms. Second use and natural resource
kitchens or a sink in a bam economy is by only electing
are not even allowed. trustees who will act as
These are examples of responsibly.
how far this bylaw goes to
We must now elect only
undermine the ability of farm those who understand, or are
people to preserve the agri- willing to comprehend, withcultural amenity of the out careless disregard, the
island.
responsibility they hold for
During bylaw creation, ensuring the renewal of our
trustees refused to acknowl- own, on-island, local food
edge that there was any merit economy.
in following provincial and
The writer runs Duck
local policy for the "preser- Creek Farm and was an
vation of the amenity" of our active opponent to passage
local agro-forest economy. ofLand Use Bylaw 355.
They failed to follow their
Trust incumbent David
protocol with the commis- Borrowman chose not to
sion, which required them to respond to this letter.

DAVID BORROWMAN,

Local trustee and Trust
ca ndidate

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Lancer Building
Call Roland at 537-2133

Osburn Regal
- - A workhorse for heating your home!

sAve

$200.00

~;:::::::::e~
~699
~
• Large firebox
• Ltd. lifetime warranty
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BAZAAR DELIGHTS: Georgina Marcotte, Marianne Leber and Lena
Ostapowich are spotted at a Christmas bazaar held Saturday at Our Lady of
Grace Church.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Turn Your Words Into Money
Join two of Satt Spring's most experienced periodical writers as they share the secrets of
successful freelance writing.
John Pottinger and Sue Kernaghan will lead you through a three evening course loaded
with information, tips, and writing exercises. They'll teach you how to find story ideas, write
those stories, and sell them. You'll leave with a story idea ready to go.
Your instructors have written for the Georgia Straight, National Geographic Traveler,
Fodo~s Travel Guides, Cottage Life, Pacific Yachting, Westworld, and dozens of other
regional, national and international periodicals.
The course will run on Salt Spring on Thursday evenings November 21st, 28th, and
December 5th, from 6:30 to 9:30pm. The fee is $129.

To register, or get more information, call John at 653-4744, or Sue at 537-4671.

Islanders must take
control of housing
By ELLEN GARVIE
As you are reading this,
local families, friends, neighbours and coworkers are contemplating leaving Salt
Spring.
Some have already left.
Many of them have been here
for a decade or more, and are
moving on reluctantly because
they can't keep paying their
high rent or they are exhausted
from many moves in few
years.
They will give up jobs,
neighbourhoods, friends, volunteer work like coaching
sports, garden clubs, amateur
choirs and helping in the
schools. Their children will
leave schools and friends,
adding to the decreasing enrolment which means eventually
an impoverished curriculum.
With the rising cost of rents
and the scarcity of year-round
affordable rentals, the number
of residents finding it difficult
to stay here is increasing.
Today, affordable housing is
needed for households with a
range of incomes from very
low to above average.
For several years now, B.C.
Hydro and Telus have had difficulty finding staff willing to
transfer here because they
can't afford current real estate
prices. The hospital and
school district will not be able
to find young staff who can
meet the costs of living here.
The construction sector, a
thriving part of our economy,
depends on young carpenters
and tradespeople to continue
to meet demand.
As rents and real estate
prices rise, there will be no
sector not affected. Already
retailers have reported the
great difficulty they have
keeping staff in the current
housing situation.
We live in a society that values housing as a commodity
that is open to market forces
driven by supply and demand.
With the ever-increasing
demand for people to move
and vacation here, it is clear
that market prices are only
going to increase - and this is
something that we currently
have no control over. Today it
is not unusual for local homes
to be purchased over the
Internet for the full asking
price. We have examples of
the bidding wars for real estate
that are experienced in
Vancouver and Toronto.
Yet the supply of housing
on the island is finite so housing costs will eventually

exceed what we can currently
imagine - as they have in
Whistler.
The cost of purchasing a
home will get farther away
from resident's ability to get
into the housing market. The
strong demand for tourist
accommodation ' is creating a
scarcity of rental housing
hence a larger percentage of
our residents with a broader
range of incomes will be
priced out of both the rental
and purchase market. That
raises the price or lowers the
level of goods and services
for those that remain.
Newcomers who could
take their jobs wiH not be able
to afford to move here.
Imagine living here without
the amenities we have come
to take for granted.
Healthy communities
depend on a diverse tapestry
of residents with differing talents, skills, values and
income levels. Few things
affect people's health as
much as having control over
where they live. We're all
aware that tension and anxiety are at the root of many
physical and mental health
problems. As more residents
experience insecurity related
to their homes, we will be
affected as a community.
Even those of us who own
our own homes and feel outside the current housing situation will be affected as more
of our residents experience
insecure, expensive or substandard housing.
More children will struggle
with school, doctors will see
more illness and stress-related
health problems, and crime
will increase as survival
becomes an issue for a larger
percentage of the population.
We have seen few positive
changes in the creation of
affordable housing.
How can we ensure that we
start to make progress in
developing control as a community over the housing situation? Creating affordable
housing in the best of situations is very challenging. To
do it in a community where
there are several different
forms of government further ·
complicates the process.
In the coming election, ask
candidates for both government positions what they will
do to change the situation for
the better.
Talk is easy - we need
action that is connected to
measurable outcomes.

- 2-speed gear selection
- Torque settings
- 2 batteries w case

$1860,~

•

- 2-speed gear selection
(0-350 RPM or 0-1,100, RPM)
, 16 torque settings

$206°~:

•

527PB /9527PBK

SPECIFICATIONS:
-Grinding wheel. .. 4-1/2" (115mm)
-AMPS (120V) ... 6.4
- With steel case
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NMCA vision buoyed by hopes for federal funding
By GAIL SJUBERG

Staff Write r
Prime Minister Jean
Chre tien' s October 3
announcement about new
national parks and marine
conservation areas may not
have been blazing hot news
for Gulf Islanders, but there
is more hope than ever that
· funding will follow the
words this time.
Land acquisitions for a
Gulf Islands National Park
Reserve have transpired for
several years, and local conservation .groups have been
working towards establishing a national marine conservation area (NMCA) in
the Strait of Georgia for just
as long or longer.
The federal government
first mentioned a marine
conservation area in the
1970s, said Natalie Ban, the
marine campaign coordinator for the B.C. chapter of
the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness
Society
(CPAWS) and announced
firm intentions to proceed in
1995.

"Parks Canada has twice
announced they were going
to do a feasibility study for
an NMCA and they have
never started it," she said.
"So with this announcement
we are hoping the funding
will come with it."
People are more optimistic that will be the case,
she said, because the news
came straight from the prime
minister himself as part of
his "legacy" program.
Five new NMCAs were
cited by Chretien.
No official boundary for a
Strait of Georgia marine
conservation area has yet
been set.
Ban said she had heard it
could be strait-wide from a
bit south of Sidney Island,
possibly up to Gabriola
Island.
"O ther
conservation
groups are going ahead and
working with local conservancies and people who live
on the islands to get the
local people to start thinking
about it and pave the way for
Parks Canada to have an

easier time consulting with
the public."
Ban acknowledged some
people are alarmed when
they hear the term "marine
conservation area," thinking
it means complete prohibition of activities such as fishing.
That is not the case at all,
she stressed.
"NMCAs operate on a
zoned approach, where there
would be core areas where
all fishing would be prohibited, but most of the area
would not have such strict
lim itations. Minim um conservation standards wo uld
apply to the whole area, as
written in the legislation."

The public would be
extensively consulted about
what degree of protection
different areas needed before
any restrictions were set.
Other groups in the coalition favouring NMCAs
include conservancies on
Salt Spring, Galiano and
Pender islands, the Saanich
Inlet Protection Society,
Oceans Blue Foundation and
Georgia Strait Alliance.
An-NMCA brochure has
been published and is available on the CPAWS website.
"The brochure was about
getting some information out
there ... and starting to form
a vision that we worked on
wi th local businesses and

local people," said Ban.
Among the groups desiring an NMCA in the strait is
the Islands Trust, which has
promoted the concept, along
with national park development, in conj unction with
other agencies.
"The Islands Trus t has
worked closely with Parks
Canada in the parkland
acquistion phase and supports marine stewardship,"
said Islands Trust chair
David Essig.
"We have been very
pleased with the leve l of
cooperation and sensitivity
to co mm unity concerns
shown by Parks Canada to
date. We look forward to the

next s·tage of planning for
both the new national park
a nd mari ne conservation
area."
The Gulf Islands National
Park Reserve contains property on 14 islands in the
southern Gulf Islands,
including some 60 per cent
of sparcely populated
Satuma Island.
Essig said the Trust and its
preserve and protect mandate is "integral" to the
park's success.
"The individual parkland
parcels are discontinuous
and their impact would be
much reduced without complementary land use policies
on the adjacent area."

Conservancy ~xtends
Mt. Erskine deadline
Only $15,000 is needed to
secure the Martin Williams
property on Mount Erskine.
"We are extremely optimistic about the outcome of
this campaign but we still
need your support," said
Karen Hudson, executive
director, of the Salt Spring
Island Conservancy, which
is heading the purchase
effort.
"The original deadline
was November 1 and as of
this time we are very close
to achieving this goal."
Residents of Mount
Erskine neighbourhoods will
be receiving pledge forms in
the mail this week.
"We are confident that the
residents of this area will
help us reach our goal by
o ur new deadlin e of
December 31 ," said project
coordinator Jill Thomas.
Purchase and subsequent
preservation of the 50-acre
property on the south-faci ng
ridge of Mount Erskine is a
rare
opportunity
for
islanders, said Hudson.
"The natural traits of this
land include mature Douglas
fir and arbutus forest, upland
bog vegetation and roc ky

outcrops. These same traits
are unique and symbolic of
the southern Gulf Islands
and are also threatened and
becoming increasingly rare."
The Williams property is
adjacent to 163 acres of
Crown land and 56 acres of
land owned by the Islands
Trust Fund , home to the
popular Jack Fisher Trail,
including the magical fairy
doors and panoramic views.
The Islands Trust has also
agreed to protect a further
220 acres of adjacent land
with consetvation covenants.
" By purchasing Martin
William s' land, isla nders
have the opportunity to create a 500-acre contiguous
green-space," said Hudson.
Tax-deductible contributions are needed to reach the
fi nal fun draising goaL
Donations and pledges can
be sent to: Mount Erskine
Campaig n c/o Salt Spring
Is land C onse rvancy, P.O .
Box 722, SSI, B.C ., V 8K
2W3.
To receive a pledge form,
phone 538-0318 or see the
co nser va ncy
webs ite :
http://saltspring.gulfislands.c
om/conservancy."
APPOINTMENT
TO THE
ADVISORY PLANNING
COMMISSION

The Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee is now
receiving applications from interested citizens to fill
vacancies on the Salt Spring Island Advisory Planning
Commission (APC). These appointments will run until
January, 2005, and may be extended for a further
2-year term at that time. All applicants must be electors
of the Local Trust Committee, and also must be residents
of the Sal~ Spring Island Trust Committee area.
The purpose of the APC is to advise on all matters
referred to it respecting land use, community planning, or
proposed bylaws and permits. Further information
regarding the role of the APC may be obtained at the
Ganges office of the Islands Trust.
Citizens interested in participating on this committee are
invited to apply in writing before November 30, 2002.
Applications must include a statement of interest and
relevant experience and qualifications, and should be
addressed to:
SALT SPRING ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
ISLANDS TRUST
1206 • 115 Fulford·Ganges Road
Salt Spring Island, BC, VBK 2T9

wene room
to care.
ToP,rotect
the islarid way ofllfe.
W e need room to provide palliative care for individuals and their families
facing advanced illness, death and bereavement. End oflife care includes medical,
social, emotional and spiritual support for the patient and family. Building a
Palliative C are Suite at the hospital will enable the palli.ative team to care for
those concerned at the hospital as well as at home.
- To meet the current and future needs of our community, an expansion plan for
the hospital has been developed, with the first phase covering the creation of
an expanded Operating Suite and our first Palliative Care Suite.
We need your help. We must raise $650,000 of the $1.8 million budgeted for
phase one and the Capital Regional District and the Vancouver Island
H ealth Authority will fund the balance. We need your support to give our
dedicated palliative care team the room to care.
Please give and help -us build a healthy community. For more information or to make a
donation contact the Foundation at 538-4845.

Please giv-e.
n

c J

~
LadyMintoHospitaiFoundation
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REMEMBANCE TRIBUTE: Choir students sang
for a Remembrance Day assembly at Fernwood
Elementary School Thursday.
Photo by Mitchell sherrin

Gulf Islands
Carpet Care
[FALL SALE!
* TRUCK MOUNT POWER
*

100% GUARANTEE

* ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
* 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
25% OFF SCOTCHGARD

nlouseboat
coast cottage accessones
134 Hereford Avenue • Salt Spring
538-1975

CLASSIFIED HOTLINE:

across from Coastal Currents

537·9933

Diabetes deal not a bad trade
This tale
is possibly
apocryphal
and a tad
Rabelasian,
but hang
in, I have
good reason to tell
was a lady, a locum for Dr.
it. A little scatology points
Resnick, I cried out in
up the message.
anguish: "For God's sake,
It seems a travelling saleswaggle it! I'm getting it
man was stranded in a small
all!"
town in northern B.C. To
Of course, this was
relieve the tedium he
anatomically impossible.
checked in to the local cineOn Wednesday I attended
ma and was soon comfortthe diabetic presentation put
ably ensconced in the tiny
on by Pharmasave and was
balcony.
Halfway through the main greatly comforted by the
empathy of the nurses. I
feature he had an overasked a question.
whelming desire to visit the
"I am a free spirit and
washroom and asked the
feel
that this way of life
usher for its whereabouts.
"Oh!" she said. "We don't would be difficult to mainhave one, but just do what tain if I had no legs and no
everybody does- just do it sight. The free white cane
would be of little consolaover the balcony."
tion."
This seemed strange to
I was put at ease immedithe salesman but, such was
ately.
his pressing need, he hurried
"What you have is Type
to the front of the balcony,
heeded the lady's advice, II diabetes and, unlike Type
and expressed himself with I, you will be able to control it with the proper nutria great sigh of relief.
The steady stream went tion and will be able to
on forever. His state of bliss indulge in two drinks a
was rudely interrupted by an night. Control is in your
hands."
irate, outraged voice from
I studied the literature
the stalls. "For God's sake,
waggle it! I'm getting it that night and was overjoyed. The legs could stay.
all!"
After all, I was attached
This came to mind the
to
them. I wouldn't have to
other day when the results
spend
the rest of my days
of my glucose test came
back. The doctor came right flailing about and selling
pencils.
to the point.
In fact, the nutrition plan
"You have a score of 6.5
and we would be happier if was similar to Weight
it were closer to 4.7. It Watchers and would allow
appears that you have dia- me to become slim and
beautiful, goals dear to my
betes mellitus."
I reeled. In the past three heart.
So there it is - a lemonyears I had conquerred
prostate cancer, controlled ade out of a lemon. I have
skin cancer, had two knees two months before the next
replaced and had an glucose test and look foringrown toenail excised. ward to my new score of
Paranoia was just around the 4.7.
corner.
What do I lose? White
Forgetting that the doctor things like flour, rice, sugar,

ALEX
MITCHELL

saturated fat and 20 pounds
in weight.
What do I gain? Two titanium knees, my eyesight;
grains, salads, fish, chicken,
fruit, vegetables, exercise and
membership in an exclusive
club (and two drinks a night).
Not a bad trade!

.,
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MACHINE SHOP
SERVICES

Prompt, Reliable and Professions/ Sarvice
on a// Makas and Models, Larga or Small
Hot Water Tank, Appliance & Pump lnsts/lation

Fine Machining • Milling & Welding

MARINE ELECTRICAL
Electronics & Remote Control
Systems
pager:

538-9000

SAM ANDERSON
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3RD ANNIVERSARY

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY
ONE DAY ONLY, SAT. NOV. 16TH

OFF EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

-

IN STORE SPECIALS
9am- 5pm

HOT TUB
& Pool Sales and Service
H. Hermann Services
Sales I Service 1Chemistry
Repairs of Saunas • Pools - Jaccuzies

"Creekhouse"
152 Fulford-Ganges Rd.

we now carry NEW

Maax hot tubs

537-2999

call now for prices & full color brochure of latest models
Sale on Hot Tub covers with 3 yr warranty

[1
1 ~1

---

parts available instock for ALL makes & models

537 ·5141 holger@ hermann.ca
Tuesday 10°/o off service & supplies

100 Twinflower Way

low? We'll fill vour hot tub

FREE on service calls

~
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Seine-boat gourmet, biblical moments on Jutras vessel
By TONY RICHARDS

Staff Writer
"First quarter!"
The muffled shout comes
from behind the massive,
spinning drum on the stem of
the Silver Dawn. It's an
unusually sunny October
morning in the open waters of
the Pacific, about half a mile
off the west coast · of
Vancouver Island, near the
entrance to Nitinat Lake.
One-quarter of the seine
boat's net, bordered on one
side by floats and on the other
by lead-lined rope, has now
peeled off that drum and lies
in our wake.
"Half-way!" comes the
drum man's cry a few minutes later, a cry that is relayed
by other crewmen to the skipper in the wheelhouse, a man
engaged in a practice that
dates back to biblical times.
But this is no biblical vessel. The 60-foot aluminum
seine boat is powered by a
365-horsepower Caterpillar
diesel, along with a smal!er
Isuzu engine that drives a
110-volt generator and another auxiliary engine that runs
the hydraulic system. It packs
I 00,000 lbs. of fish in its four
holds, does nine knots fully
loaded and operates with a
crew of five. Two radars, a depth
sounder and a satellite GPS
navigation system linked to
the autopilot mean that whoever is steering the boat is
merely a watchkeeper. The
duties of navigator and
helmsman have been coopted by modern electronic
gadgetry which in the hands
of a competent person on
wheel watch will take the
boat anywhere in most conditions.
The only thing biblical
about this scenario is the
prayers of the rookie cook
and winchman who has taken
a couple of weeks away from
his desk job at a community
newspaper. What do you do
when confronted with a variety of different shapes on the
radar screen, pitch-black
darkness outside the wheelhouse windows and the
knowledge that Race Rocks
are awfully close on the starboard side? Forget the bible,
forget the prayers and call the

Michel Jutras and Tony Richards
Photo by Mrtch~l Sherrin

captain.
Michel Jutras is everything
you might expect in a seine
boat skipper. A big man, 50something and just a little
weathered. Born in Quebec,
Jutras has spent most of his
life fishing. There was a stint
picking tobacco in Ontario
and several years as a student,
with a university degree to
show for it.
But fishing is his life. He's
an imposing figure standing
on the ramp behind the drum
when the net is being pulled
back in, surveying the surrounding ocean, keeping an
eye on the crew and ever
watchful of the net itself and
any sign of fish on the surface
of the water. This could be a
biblical moment but for the
fact that there are underlying
economic considerations to
the exercise. This is a business enterprise worth a couple of million dollars when
you total the value of boat
and salmon fishing licences.
British Columbia's most
famous entrepreneur Jimmy Pattison, no less - is
a partner.
Through his ownership of
Canadian Fishing Company,
Pattison owns a third of the
Salt Spring-based Silver
Dawn in a complex arrangement made with several other

Rabbits of the Week
Louie is an intact male who
was found wandering on a
busy road. Is he yours?

Spice is a handsome male
recently neutered. He was
born in December 2001 .

boats as well. For Jutras, the
arrangement is bittersweet.
On one hand he is guaranteed
a market for his fish and various services for his boat. On
the other, he is bound by
whatever price the company
sets for the fish. During this
year's fishery for sockeye, the
most lucrative of the salmon
species, Canadian Fish paid
$1 per pound, one-half the
price offered by other, smaller
processors. But worst of all
must have been the pink

salmon fishery, in which seine
crews worked their butts off
to get only 15 cents a pound
for the fish.
Out here at Nitinat, however, the Silver Dawn has been
released from its obligation to
sell to Canadian Fish for the
little time remaining in the
salmon season this year. We'll
get 30 cents a pound from
another processor for the
chum salmon which are now
massed in huge numbers off
the narrow entrance to Nitinat
Lake.
There's almost always a
swell on the west side of
Vancouver Island. Sometimes
it's a gentle one. When it
blows, it can be a mean one.
But it was kind and gentle
during the last couple of
weeks in October, for which
the cook was thankful. On his
fust morning, the other four
crew members eagerly wolfed
down their greasy eggs and
bacon as the cook merely
played with his, holding his
stomach and wondering if it
was all a dreadful mistake.
But just a couple of hours
later the adjustment was complete, and not a moment too
soon. There were fish to be
caught and meals prepared.
The Silver Dawn's cook is
not a chef. Functionality is the
keyword in the galley, not creativity. That discovery was
made early in the trip with a
batch of pancakes. They were
not intended to be haute cuisine, but at least round and

more or less symmetrical.
They were neither as the vessel rolled from side to side
and the too-thin batter went
with the roll. It's called seineboat gourmet.
The cook is not a chef for
another reason. He is also the
guy on deck who runs the
winch, to which is attached
the running line, which itself
is attached to the end of the
net. Not long after the net is
let out, the process of pulling
it back in begins.
Once in, the net's cork line
lies in a big circle next to the
boat. The purse line is
winched in next, forming the
net into a purse, or bag, in
which the fish are held. In the
meantime, the other end of
the net is being pulled back in
on the hydraulic drum.
It's standard today for seine
boats to brail the fish from the
net rather than pull the bag in
over the stem. Brailing entails
using a large dip net to scoop
the fish from the seine net after
it has been pulled up alongside
the boat. The brailer will hold
70-80 fish which are deposited
on the deck by means of a
release mechanism that opens
the bottom of the net.
It is the cook's job to run
the winch that controls the
brailer, manoeuvring it up and
down without wrenching the
skipper's arm out of its socket. As of this writing, Jutras'
arm was intact.
It is also the cook's job to
ensure lunch is ready around

noon. It is one of three full
meals prepared every day in
between operating winches
and counting the fish as they
are pulled in.
The cook's timing, however, was very good. Fall fishing
on the Silver Dawn is more
relaxed than during the summer. The days are much
shorter and there is less pressure. It also tends to be a bit
monotonous.
One day the cook shared
his view with the skipper that
running the winch could be
just a little unexciting.
"Unexciting is good," came
the reply. Excitement means
only one thing: that something has gone wrong.
The best part of the trip
was simply being on the
water. I won't soon forget
running down Juan de Fuca
Strait one warm night under a
clear sky and in calm conditions.
Equally enchanting were
the waters of Johnstone
Straits, where we fished at the
top end of Quadra Island.
Part of the satisfaction of
fishing is a sense of independence and freedom. You have
to take the weather and the
fish as they come, and how
you deal with adversity is
your own affair. No one else
is there to help if things go
wrong.
Of course, there's also the
pure magic of being on the
water; it's almost spiritual.
Biblical, perhaps.

The Best Bet in Town!
TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

20¢ WING NIGHT

$2.95 PIZZA MADNESS

(12 flavours)

PUB & RESTAURANT

RK Name
1.Johnson Cam
2.Haston Mark
3.Byron Seth
4.Grams Doug
5.Tamboline Philip
6.Huser Christian
7.Jason Chris
8.Field Marilyn
9.Eyles Tobin
10.Temmel Wolfgang
11.Kerr Brian
12.Miles Mike
13.Morrison
14.Godlonton Jordan
15.Buckley Jim
16.Huser Kara
17.Speed Glenn
18.Robertson William
19.Field Ja[l1es
20.Rompain Sheldon
21 .Garner Dag
22.Delmandallo Mallo
23.Eyles Evan
24.Marleay Deanna
25.Shantz Lorne
26.Campbell Reg
27.Calberry Ron
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28.Grams Jessi
29.Payne Jon
30.Lynch Trudy
31 .Morrison Jeremy
32.Millerd Peter
33.Curtis Joe
34.Gillham Jerome
35.0sborne Barry
36.Tamboline Grant
37.Langdon Joce~n
36.Robertson Bill
39.Tamboline ari~n
40.Mara Kattlj
41.Funk Rainer
42.Longeau Fiona
43.Fuller Lorne
44.Huser Angela
45.Johnson Liam
46.Shaske Edward
47.Forsyth Deb
48.Joan Buckley
49.Snetsinger Hannah
50.Anderson Dennis
51.Grams Ed
52.Reinholdt Kim
53.Bader Larry
54.Moser John
55.Steele Casey
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Windsor
56.Hitchcock Rob
57.Bemi Mike
58.Byron Nicola
59.Dunbar Bruce
60.Quinn Claire
61 .Anderson Kobe
62.Tamboline Tina
63.Bateman John
64.Burns Lorne
65.Speed Patti
68.EIIis Paul
67.Courtney
68.Russell Lori
69.Campbell Faedra
70.Robertson RoiXJie
71.Tambouline Todd
72.Martin Lannnan
73.Newton Norma
74.Macrae Darren
75.Laycock Bob
76.Shantz Colleen
n.Smith Donald
78.Shaske Lucy
79.Doerksen Hank
80.Eyles Peter
81 .Hardy Connie
82.Forsyth Norm
83.Bradbent Fred
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84.Baker Brent
85.Hitchcock Dorothy
86.Courtney Danny
87.Redden Charlene
88.Funk Ziggy
89.Hitchcock Bill
90.Hoban Ryfawn
91.Langdon Jack
92.Cunnigham Jean
93.Devereux Mark
94.Lynch Steve
95.McMahon Donald
96.Campbell Jack
97.Langdon Wanda
98.Gillham Jeffrey
99.1rwin-Campbell AR
100.Collette S
101.Aiexander Jamie
102 .Marleau Gerry
103.Hradecky Veruca
104.Villadsen Jeane
105.Strohmeir Monica
106.Smith Shirley
107.Bay~ Warren
108.Tanti Mary
109.Marshall Janet
110.Torok Sam
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GET IN THE GAME!
CALL PETER, RICK OR ROBIN

Mon.-Fri. 7am • 5pm I Sat. 8:3oam· 5pm I 804 Fulford Ganges 537-4978
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Biggest Gain 51
53. Bader Larry - 51

This space available

The adoption fee of $60 for a male and $70 for a
female covers the cost of soavina or neuterina and a vaccination.
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537-9933
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Div. 6 solution scores everywhere
All elements of the Salt
Spring Division 6 men's team
clicked together to form a
goal-scoring machine that
dominated Gorge with a 7-1
crusher Sunday.
"We scored all the goals,"
laughed player manager Mike
Brown.
Div. 6 even netted an own
goal after keeper Joe
Akerman tagged a Gorge corner kick which deflected off
Chad Little's head and over
the line for a weird rebounding goal in the second half.
"The other team enjoyed
the spoils," Brown said.
But Little used the same
strategy to score for Salt
Spring by bouncing another
comer kick off the Gorge netminder.

"Chad found redemption."
Tom Berry also scored off a
picture-perfect penalty shot
"The goalie even went in
the right direction, but Tom
pounded it in."
Taking
a
hat-trick,
Cameron Sweet received
compliments from Gorge
players for his outstanding
play.
"One of the other team's
players went over to Cameron
and said, 'Every shot you
took was a news highlight"'
Recent Div. 6 addition
Colin McDougall (recruited
from FC's Div. 2 team) also
pegged two goals.
"He's an excellent addition
to the team. He works well
with his halfbacks and communicates very welL"

Scoring chances from other
island players showed that the
new Div. 6 team has developed great attacking depth,
Brown said.
John Suk almost scored
when he challenged the
Gorge keeper, and Daemon
Baker had an incredible run
and rattled the ball off the
post and AI Gear fired a shot
just over the net
"We had 20 opportunities
and buried seven "of them,"
Brown said.
On defence, Morgan
Cuddy made a clutch save on
the goal line to clear Gorge's
only serious threat after an
attack beat the Div. 6 keeper.
But for the most part, a
hungry group of Salt Spring
strikers and midfielders
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Discover What Works! Create What Matters!

ll FE-CAREER COACHING

wouldn't share the ball with
Gorge's offence.
"As defenders, we didn't
even break a sweat"
Brown believes the Salt
Spring team is set to face
Goliath-level competition
with Genesis FC next week.
"If we can just get Colin
Walde to come out, we'd
have the last piece of the
puzzle."
Prior to Sunday's match,
second-place Salt Spring had
scored 2.2 goals for every one
against, while first place
Genesis has blitzed its opposition to create a 12.33:1 ratio.
Neither team has lost a match.
The top two teams in the
division will meet to decide
supremacy at noon Sunday at
Portlock Park.

Free Consultation -Call 537-1177

www.aruceEikin.com

RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL
• In-floor Heating
• Hot Water Tanks
• Well Pumps

Strikers battle hard in frrst gold division loss
In only their second game
as a gold-level team, the Ul4
Strikers took on divisionleading Juan de Fuca.
Known for its speed of play
and high-scoring attacking
lines, the Juan de Fuca
offence
systematically
worked its way up the field
and into Striker territory for
the first 10 minutes of the
match.
But once there, the players
met the solid defence of
Gordon Havelaar, Marshall
Barter, Geoff Cronin and
Eland Bronstein, who kept
the brunt of the attacks outside the 18-yard box and gave
the Strikers the time they
needed to return the pressure.
DJ Lake, the midfield
sweeper, and centre midfielders Charlie Simpson and
Liam Johnson began to disrupt the opponents' attacks
and by the 15-minute mark it
was Juan de Fuca that found
Salt Spring in their territory.
Midfielders Tavis Morton,
Kirby Garside and Bob
Byron continued to pick up
the opponents' runs and
return pressure with lead
passes to strikers Bonn Smith,
Keegan McColl and Cody
Bergerud.
Both teams battled back
and forth with intensity in

each of the three zones, and
the first half ended deadlocked at zero.
Although Juan de Fuca capitalized early in the second
half, keeper Jordan Borth continued to keep all shots out of
harms way and, with the aid
of Havelaar, denied Juan de

Fuca the insurance goal.
The second half was much
like the first, with each side
attacking and defending the
flanks and having equal
opportunities at goaL
Although Juan de Fuca picked
up two quick goals at the 25minute mark, Salt Spring con-

tinued to match their opponents, keeping them scrambling deep in their own end
for the remainder of the
match.
For their team work and
quality of play, the Strikers
finished up with much praise
from the other team.

SPORTS

POOLS
DAGWOOD'S POOL
Next meeting Wednesday Dec.
4th, 7:00p.m. sharp at
Dagwoods

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15

New Jersey
Toronto
Ottawa
Vancouver
Dallas
Colorado
San Jose
St. Louis
Boston
Washington
Phoenix
Islanders
Pittsburgh
Philadelphi
Atlanta

162
152
143
140
135
133
131
131
130
129
127
127
124
119
103

38
27
31
27
23
32
33
20
26
22
18
17
24
9
19

A Celebration of
Student Musicians
Concert
at ArtSpring

GOLF
COURSE

POOL
Next meeting Friday, Dec. 6th,
5;00 p.m. sharp
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12

Rangers
Dallas
Big Fish
Senioritas
Nads
Greenwoods
Ice Dogs
Vancouver
Islanders
Bros I
Club
Toronto

Mm

152
150
140
138
127
125
123
121
120
113
106
103

18
32
27
28
26
27
34
22
19
19
10
18

Private View Home

Sunday
November 17,2 pm
$5 admission I $12 for a family

Re-Elect

CHARLES HINGSTON
for

School Board
OBJECTIVES:
• To continue serving students and public education to the best of my ability.
• To spend limited dollars as effectively as possible, while appreciating that "good
things" don't always cost more.
• To continue the district practice of working with parents, staff, students and community in
addressing openly and honestly the challenges we face together.
• To represent, strongly, the unique needs and circumstances of the Gulf Islands to the provincial
government.
• To continue making improved achievement for all students a district priority.

• Post & Beam with massive fireplace • 2 Bdrms, 2 bthrms on first level
• Self-contained in-law suite or a 2 bdrm, recreation room & bthrm on lower level
• Private, yet close to Ganges $339,000 MLS

Sunset Drive Charmer, Private, Treed

Background
• Married with three children
• Salt Spring residents since 1980
• B.A. degree Notre Dame University, Nelson, BC; Governor-General's gold medal as outstanding university graduate.
• Two years business management experience
• Community service, youth and child care work
• School Board experience includes four years as chair and service on all board committees ·
• Have co-chaired Fulford Parent's Group, been treasurer for the high school parents group and liaison to the
Community Centre Board.
• President of the British Columbia School Trustees Association (B.C.S.T.A.) 1987-1990.
• Vancouver Island representative to the public education restructuring committee (on amalgamation) 1995-1996
• Chair of the British Columbia Public School Employers Association (B.C.P.S.E.A.) 1996-2000

ON NOVEMBER 16TH

VOTE

HINGSTON,

Charles J.P.

00

VISITOR INFORMATION
is on the Internet at www.gulfislands.net
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Old Boys' Delicato Alonso
ascends on the soccer field

C L 0

S E

GAME:

Salt
Spring Rip Tide
U11 boys stir up
some
soccer
action as they
take on Cordova
Bay at a high
school field on
Saturday. The
local squad came
from behind to
win the game 32.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Three GISS teams out on top
Gulf Islands Secondary
School volleyball players
will be well-represented at
the upcoming Vancouver
Island championships after
top-place finishes in a tournament last weekend.
The senior girls and senior
boys volleyball teams both
qualified to Islands over the
weekend, by placing second
and fourth respectively at
North
Island
Championships.
Jordan D-avignon and

m

Ciara Brazier were recognized as members of the
North Island Girls All Star
team.
The Island volleyball tournaments will be held next
weekend, with the boys
playing in Courtenay and the
girls at Cedar, south of
Nanaimo.
Both teams are in a good
position to qualify for the
provincial championships - the boys event will be held
in Kelowna and the girls in

BC FERRIES

Schedule

Prince Rupert.
Should the team qualify,
fundraising efforts will be
needed to pay for the trips.
In the meantime, the
high school '·s senior boys
soccer team played for a
berth in the provincial
championships this weekend.
By finishing second at the
North Islands, they will be
on their way to somewhere
on the Lower Mainland
November 18-20.

Next week the Old Boys
masters league.
By DAVID NORGET
Alonso, you have found travel off-island to chalDriftwood contributor
lenge Gordon Head.
·The Old Boys hit the your home!
local pitch to take on their
often bitter rivals, Sooke
CAR &LIGHT TRUCK
United, in a gruelling 4-0
tussle once again Sunday.
Prior to the encounter,
myriad questions surrounded the match: Would the
islanders rebound from
their loss of two weeks previous?
Would they continue
their new ways?
What new tricks would
be found in the (depleting)
arsenal of Rainer Funk,
Chris "Five-Hole" Cottrell,
Antonio
"Delicato"
Alonso, David Norget and
others?
Numerous balls were
found on the feet of
Cottrell, Don Brown and
Sydney. fr. $1,429
Alvaro
"the
Other
Argentinean" Sanchez
NZ Business Oass. fr. $3,799
from the midfield posiNew
Zealand
Travel Pass - 6 months unlimited
tions, and Cottrell and
Brown each scored two
coach travel. Ferry Crossing & 2 Train trips .. .fr. $375
goals against Sooke.
Kangaroo Island - 6 Days Melbourne to Adelaide
Every once in a while on
Great Ocean Road & Kangaroo Island! ..... fr. $1,280+
a soccer team, a player
comes to the fore, dominatWonder Down Under - Sydney, Reef &
ing in all respects.
Melbourne! Air & Accommodation ....... .fr. $2,299
This is not, however, the
+ CALL fOR DETAILS ON A VARIETY OF PACKAGES.
case in Old Boys soccer.
E&OE t special conditions ~o/ .:~.~;~:.,,
~
Rather they are comprised
of a mish-mash of abilities
and, quite frankly, former
The Price Leader
ANZAWORLD.com 1-800-663-2592 cri
abilities (don't tell any of
• BooK FoR XMAS IN AtJSTRALIA - LIMITED SEATS •
them that though).
Some can throw, others
can kick, some have the
ability to run and some can
even think.
Alonso, long pleaded
with to play in the key
inside-mid position, is ris.
Reg..$H'r
ing into Old Boys' fame
(well, the Salt Spring
quiet location, and only a
equivalent).
Alonso ran " CircleCraft" on Sunday.
downtown, Inner Harbour
With a final score of
& major attractions; 95
4-0 for the Old Boys,
Salt Spring is rapidly
well-appointed rooms and
becoming a rising force
kitchen studios; restaurant
in the Vancouver Island

SOUP'S

Go South Pacific

~

Cal} TOda

250-385-6655

7:00am

7:30am

8:00am

8:30am

g oo~~

and lounge; ample free

ON

9:00am

10:30 am·- FP

10:00 am' FP

'FP- Foot Passengers Only

ORGANIC SOU'P & BREAD
Hr:::\RTH • HOM£ • THEM ::\lNST ::\Y
01• CULTURES WORLDWIDE
K££'P WARM • STAY"'\/ITAL

1989 HONDA
ACCORD EXI
Auto, ale, am/fm
cass, tilt, cruise, pw,
pdf, pm, pwr sunrf, tilt.

$6,995.
101

DISCOVERY CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR YOUR
1
NEXT NEW OR USED VEHICLE!

morningside road

(aJ{Ofd harbour, salt spJ'in& isbnd
2S0•6Sl•4-ti4

E\1ERYTHING ORGANIC
ALL THE TIME•.• YlJ.M

@ Sailings

# Daily except Sunday
cancelled Dec. 25, 2002 & Jan. 1. 2003

On Holiday Mondays: Oct. 14,2002, April21 & May 19,2003, the regular
Monday schedule is in effect until 2:00 pm, and the Sun. & Hoi. M
schedule is in effect on sailin s after 2:00 m.

fc

~

MORE THAN GREAT COFFEE
6:30am
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Great Value!

5:00am
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LEAVE CROFTON
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victoriadaysinn.com • 1-888-HOTEii~f~
123 Gorge Road Ewt, Victon3, BC ' ·,

LEAVE VESUVIUS BAY
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Blues grab victory by nailing Slugs in final minute
The Sidney Blues reigned
7-6 over a small but feisty
Slugs contingent at the
Panorama Leisure Centre
Sunday.
With only seven gastropods on the bench, line
changes proved tricky for the
Salt Spring squad. But the
Slugs still dominated the
game until the Blues scored
in the last minute of play.

"They scored to win with
30 seconds remaining," said
forward Blain Johnson.
On the Slugs scoresheet,
Johnson swatted another
goal, Bob Akerman bagged
two shots and Joe Akerman
snapped up a hat-trick.
The Slugs' special unit
also received a furious drill
on the penalty kill when two
islanders took extended

fighting majors.
"There was one nineminute section with no
spares," Johnson said.
Due to the poor player
turn-out, the Slugs were
even forced to sign a virtual
goalie after Salt Spring netminder Derek Topping
missed the game.
"He might have a case of
the Sidney flu," Johnson said.

"Derek was probably concerned about how the game
could affect his save percentage (currently 0.025)."
However, Topping's personal trainer reported that he
"blew out" his knee and is
now listed as "day-to-day."
The team found an
Internet goalie at the last
minute, Johnson said.
"When we started the

Slayers down Hawks in 32-0 game
The Campbell River
Hawks landed on Salt
Spring last weekend to take
on the Slayers football
squad, and found themselves unable to make a
mark.
The Hawks started quickly and on the opening possession marched to the
Slayers' five-yard line.
However, Salt Spring
defensive plays by Mike
Windsor
and
Peter
Goodman stopped them
cold.
Pounding runs by Taylor
Stibbards and some "shake
and bake" by Goodman took
the Slayers to mid-field. The
Hawks took over but the
Slayers defence stopped
them and on third down, the
Hawks faked a play and
made a quick punt.
Goodman reacted well,
picking up the ball and running 65 yards for first blood,
and the Slayers were up 6-0.
The Hawks hurried back
to the Slayers' 20-yard line
where John Foley delivered
his second punishing sack
and the quarterback dropped
the ball into the waiting
'arms of Terry Cooper, who
ran 60 yards before being
brought down to end the
half.
Stibbards showed great
grit carrying the ball play
after play, loweri ng his
shoulder and mowing down
the Hawks defenders to
make it 12-0 Slayers.
Again Sti bbards was the
go-to ma n, brin gi ng th e
score to 18-0 with a hardnosed 45-yard run.
Foley again pounded the
Hawks qu arterback and
Robert Smith recovered the
fumble. Smith also handed
out some bone-jarring hits.
Lowell Rockliffe put on a
great 45 -yard run to the

Hawks' 15 and then, on a
nice 15-yard sweep, made it
26-0.
Stibbards then scored
another touchdown right
down the middle to make it a
final32-0.
Team organizers say key

to the game was blocking by
Charlie Stimpson. Alais
Hajek, Aaron Trory, Angus
Fraser and Smith played
strong on the offensive line.
Stibbards, Coop~r and
Brandon Shaw prayed well
on defence. Myles Teagle

did a great job of executing
the plays from the quarterback position.
The team is coming
together just at the right
time: it has one more regular
season game and before the
playoffs.

game and saw him play, we
thought we were dead meat
but by the end, he played
well."
Slugs coach Peter Huser
successfully dodged a
second consecutive loss
by avoiding Sunday's
game.
"After his weak coaching debut last week, the

guys were missing him at
work Monday," Johnson
said.
With a red-eye fishboat
return to the island late
Sunday night, there was little talk among the exhausted
Salt Spring team. ,
"Nobody was there on the
way over and we were too
tired on the way home."

PAUL B. JOYCE
Barrister & Solicitor
•REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGES•
•ICBC & PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMS•
•WILLS & ESTATES • OTHER LEGAL SERVICES•
265 Don Ore Road, Salt Spring Island, B.C. V8K 2H5

Tel: 537-4413

Fax: 537-5120

ps: don't forget to pick up
your 2 free compact
fluorescent light bulbs
.1-.::i

Visit the Power SmartYouthTeam Booth this weekend to redeem your vouc_h er.
Thursday Nov. 14

Friday Nov. IS

Saturday Nov. 16

Sunday Nov. 17

Monday Nov. 18

I:30pm- 7pm
II:00am-4: 30pm
10:30am-4pm
12:30pm -6pm
II:00am- 4:30pm
I0:30am - 4pm
II :00am-4:30pm
9:00am- 2:30pm
10:30am-4pm
10:30am-4pm
II :30am- Spm
!2:30pm- 6pm
10:30am-4pm
II :30am- Spm
10:30am - 4pm

Westside Village, Victoria
Wilson Cent re, Victo ria
221 3 Oak Bay Avenue,Victoria
3510 Blanshard Street,Vict o ria
7108 West Saan ich Road,
Brentwood Bay
1521 McKenzie Avenue ,Vict oria
4605 Bedwell Harbour Road,
Pender Island
7816 East Saanich Road, Saanichton
1950 Foul Bay Road,Victoria
6626 Sooke Road, Sooke
Saanich Centre,Victoria
Mouat's Centre, Ganges, Salt Spring Island
1497 Adm irals Road,Victoria
Tillicum Mall, Victoria
University Height s
Shopping Centre ,Victoria

Save-On-Foods
London Drugs
Pro Hardware
Save-O n- Foods
Brentwood Tr ue
Value Foods
Fami ly Foods
Pender Island
True Value Foods
Home Hardware
Safeway
Home Hardware
London Drugs
Thrifty Foods
Home Hardware
Safeway
Canadian Tire

Power Smart YouthTeam booths will be at various retail locations unti l November 30,200 2.
Watc h you r commun ity papers for booth dat es, t imes and locations.

Bring the voucher mailed to you in October to a Power Smart Youth Team

GRAVEL SALE

Booth location to help us serve you quickly These new generation light bulbs
I

are a bright way to save- up to $30 over the life of each bulb- which is why

1730A Fulford·Ganges Rd.
Owner: Jason Fraser
Mon.-Fri. 8:00am-4:30pm

we're giving them away until November 30, 2002. This initiative is part of a

Products available

comprehensive program to reduce energy consumption on Vancouver Island.

Rate per yard

Pit Run ............................ ~10
3/4 Road Mulch ............... ~13
H/2 Drain Rock unwashed .. ~15
Oversized Rock unwashed .. ~11
1'/2" Crushed Drain Rock ... ~9
3/4" Crushed (with finds) ... ~9
Big Boulders ................... ~13
Blasted Rock ................... ~20
Fill ...................................... ~s
Prices in effect 'til Jan. 31, 2003

• Other products also available
• 12 yard trucks can be arranged
• Minimum $10 charge
• PST & GST extra

537-7797

For more information, visit www.bchydro.com/vancouverisland.

DC hydro

PClWERSMRRT
Vancouver Island
One voucher per household. Vancouver Island BC Hydro customers only, excluding households that have already

part;copated 1n the Power Smart Vancouver Island Fall 2002 CFL Promot1on or the Power Smart Comox Valley Sp6ng
2002 CFL Promot;on.Vahd unt1l N011ember 30, 2002 or wh;le supplies purchased by BC Hydro for th;s promot;on last.
Redeemable only at a Power Smart Youth Team Booth. No cash value.
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PeeWees and·Ravens tangle in
football's final match of season
The Campbell River
Ravens and their dreaded
"Super Chick" came to town
last Sunday for the final
game of the Pee Wees sea- .
son.
As explained by team
organizers, Super Chick is
also known as the Ravens'
defensive guard Jackie
Knutson, "who can anticipate the count and cause us
all kinds of trouble."
Fortunately the Pee Wees
players heeded coaching
advice to "mix the count and
contain her."
In the opening sequence,
Salt Spring's Jasper Smith
and Braeden Simmonds ran
alternating sweep plays and
took the ball down to the

Campbell River 12-yard line.
But the wet conditions resulted in a turnover and the
Ravens took possession only
to have their first pass intercepted by Salt Spring's Ryan
Jones.
Another turnover and a
punt later, the Pee Wees had
the ball at mid-field. Smith
and Simmonds resumed
their outside running game
but a penalty and broken
play forced the Pee Wees to
punt.
Great tackling from Salt
Spring's
Dan
Foley,
Simmonds and a sack from
Connor Vine ended the
Ravens' possession. Salt
Spring fired up their running
game with Smith and

Simmonds outside and the
powerful Myles Raposo up
the middle . But "Super
Chick" broke into the back
field and forced a punt. The
Ravens took possession but
were rocked by solid tackles
from Vine, Simmonds,
Raposo and Seb Banks and
the half ended deadlocked at
0-0.
The third quarter saw more
great defence with the Pee
Wees holding the Ravens at
the 15-yard line. But a Raven
punt into the end zone resulted in a touch back and one
point for Campbell River.
Two possessions later, the
Ravens threatened again.
Connecting on a pass and a
left-side sweep, the Ravens

FC draw holds.onto frrst place
By KEN MARR
Driftwood Contributor
Salt Spring FC played
their toughest opponents
of the season in a tense
double-bagel tie against
the Ladysmith 49ers
Sunday.
Up against the secondplace team and missing
three starters (Dion
-Hackett, Tom McColm and
Corbin Scott), FC felt a
draw in Ladysmith would
be a good result before the
match.
But Salt Spring nearly
nabbed the full three
points
with
several
chances.
Once FC hit the attacking third of the field, they
were dangerous, particularly with Dave McColl's
crosses into the top of the
18.
Jesse Fisher and Jess
McEachern used diagonal
runs effectively to get the
ball in the corner and
crossed into the box.
However, the 49ers
keeper was flawless in the
air as he controlled crosses
and corner kicks.
Many of the balls to
Harrison Jason (Hairball)
and Kevin Luke in the
middle resulted in breakaways which were also
thwarted by the 49ers phenomenal goalkeeping, and
once by the crossbar.
Jordan Haenen played
well in his first match' for
FC. Going on as striker
and moving into right
wing half, he challenged
effectively in the air and

distributed the ball well.
Center midfielders Rhys
Beasley
and
Chris
Langdon hustled the ball
up the field in support of
strikers and dominated
their marks in tighttackles.
Mark Nordine was also
very solid as right back
after he took up the challenge for the day.
At center defence, Chris
Jason (Dough) and Jeremy
Morrison had their work
cut out for them against
skilled Ladysmith strikers.
Ladysmith attackers
challenged Dough effectively in the air, a feat not
commonly accomplished,
and sent FC defence in disarray at times with their
speed and skill.
With 15 minutes left on
the clock, the 49ers only

created one decent chance
with a shot off the bar and
ensuing scramble for the
rebound that gave FC a bit
of a fright.
McDonald controlled his
box well.
Although disappointed
with a scoreless draw, FC
has now played the division's top teams and know
they have the ability to
beat any opposition.
The islanders still hold
first place (5-0-2) with a
game in hand and two
points over Ladysmith.
The schedule now starts
to lighten up as FC has
only four road games and
seven at home remaining.
Salt Spring FC next
plays Lakehill FC at
Portlock Park at 2:15 p.m.
Sunday.

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

Let's hear it for seniors.

made it 8-0.
Dylan Hunsberger took the
Ravens' kick-off 20 yards
and the Pee Wees' offence
went to work capped by a 2yard run by Smith for the
touchdown, bringing the
score to 8-6.
The Ravens headed back
up field but took big hits from Salt Spring's Christie
Shaw, Hunsberger, Foley and
Raposo. With time running
down the Ravens quarterback ran in for a touch down.
The convert was blocked by
Roy Banks-Bywater and the
game ended 14-6.
The Pee Wees thanked "all
of their coaches and everyone who pitched in to make
the season so great. "

CLASSIFIED HOTLINE:

We have everything you need right here.

SIDNEY PHARMACY LTD.

656·1168
2416 Beacon

656·07
44
2425B Bevan

SIDNEY TRAVEL &CRUISE
SERVICE LTD.

REG. N3694·5

AT THE LANDMARK

#105-2506 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. VSL 1V2

• Your full service travel agency • Exciting cruises &great destinations
• Business travel &holiday vacations
• Travel insurance available for peace of mind

Call
(250) 656·0905 or 1·800·223·5256

537-9933

Si
INA HURRY?

Get a quick lunch at the Deli.
Soups, salads, sandwiches & fresh
hot entrees everyday!
CUT FROM CANADA GR. ABEEF

Chuck Blade
Simmering Steaks s.91kg
FRESH BONELESS

Leg of Pork Roast 4.37kg
FRESH CUT INTO CHOPS

Tenderloin End Pork Loin 4.37kg
FRESHCENTRE CUT

Pork Loin Chops s.s9kg
FRESH RIB OR TENDERLOIN END
Pork Chops 4.83k9
FRESH BONELESS CENTRE CUT

268
1

lb

1

lb

1

lb

1

lb

1

lb

198
198
299
219

2118
3198
1Sausc1ge Rounds saogpkg

3~88

•REGULAR OR BurrERFLY

Pork Loin Chops
·Pork Loin Roast .

653·4201

~

REYNOLDS

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

Pager# 537·8168
FFORDABLE NEW & USED SPORTS

Don't forget to vote, Nov. 16

~MAYNE

ISLAND

~

MINUTE MAID

Orange Juice 35smt tin
GREEN GIANT

10 acres southfacing waterfront with beautiful 2600 sq. ft. architect designed
home. Excellent dock, walk-on beach, fabulous views!
Very Private • Very Exclusive • Very Perfect

CAROL KENNEDY
www.mayneislandrealty.com
PH: 1-800-291-6601 I Res: 250-539,;2606
ckennedy@ mayneislandrealty.com

Vegetables in Sauce 2s0g pkg
KELLOGG'S

Eggo Waffles 3t2g pkg ...

. 2.19
REGULAR OR OVEN READY
2/
Unico Lasagna 37s-soo9 box .... 3.00
CHRISTIE HONEY MAID
Graham Wafers or Sticks 365-4oag oox 2.28

+de~ 3.47

~1 5.00
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High-spirited game ends in a draw
SOCCER

KICKS
• Salt Spring's Ul4 girls
played a "great heads-up"
game on Saturday against
Prospect Lake, said coach
Mike Byron. "They played
with confidence up and
down the field and communicated really well:'
The game ended in a 1-1
tie which referee Malcolm
Legg described as a deserving result for the high-spirited match.
Prospect Lake got the first
marker with a high and
accurate blast to the net. But
in the seond half, the Salt
Spring squad came out hungry and dominated play by
putting on great offensive
pressure and firing countless
shots on goal.
Early in the second half,
Salt Spring got the equalizer
when mid-fielder Helena
Bryn-McLeod placed a
dynamite shot to the net off
a header by Kayla Grornrne
from a well-placed Kate
Parker comer-kick.
Another game highlight
was "awesome" goal-keeping by Sammy Bird, who
was "bold and quick and
stopped many shots."
Other notables in the
game were Katie Severn,
who exhibited excellent
ball-handling skills, and
consistently strong and fast
defensive plays by Auroa
Goodman and Mollie Hosie.
• Salt Spring Slammers
dominated a home game
Saturday but had to settle
for a 1-1 tie after Peninsula
scored a last-minute goal.
The first half ended scoreless but an aggressive rush
by the island Ul2 girls in
the second half resulted in a
"well-deserved"
Erica
Rimmer goal.
"It's her first of the season
and she deserved it," noted
coach Dave Morgan.
The Slammers pressured
Peninsula with a strong
offence for the next several
minutes, resulting in a blast
by Emily Rothwell that just
missed the top of the net.
Morgan commended the
action of mid-fielder Kaeli
Dragomir, who played an

ON THE BALL: Salt Spring's Kayla Gromme gains
control of the ball in U14 girls soccer action against
Photo by Derrick Lundy
Prospect Lake.
/

"awesome" game, and
winger Danica Lundy,
"whose tenacity set the tone
for the aggressive play that
resulted in the goal."
He also pin-pointed the
defensive action of Brittney
Oswell, hard work by
Rosalie Baldwinson and
goal-keeping by Olivia
Morgan and Morganne
West..
• Salt Spring's Ull girls
took on Cordova Bay
Wildcats in an exciting,
evenly-matched game with
lots of scoring opportunities.
The final score was 6-5

for Cordova Bay, but the win
could have gone to either
team.
Kate Hosie started in goal
and was effective in "shotstopping and great punting,"
and looked to play the ball
wide, which she learned in
the last two training sessions, noted coach Sue
Spencer.
Emily Gix took up the
position in goal ip the second half and also did an outstanding job.
Forward Sierra Lundy
picked up four goals with
fellow forward Kirstie

GRACE POINT SQUARE
537-4014

TRINCOMALI
TRANSPORT CO.

(250) 360·7426
lrincomali.transport@shaw.ca

Dr. Teresa Strukoff, B.Sc., N.D.
NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
FREE LECTURE:

"Naturopathic Tips for the
Cold and Flu Season"
November 21 I 7:30-9:00 pm
298 Blackburn Road, Salt Spring Island
Seating is Limited: Please call 537-3220
for more information or to book a seat

2S ANNIVERSARY
SPECIALS

Drop in and stock up on
hearing aid batteries!
Buy 2 packages at our everyday prtce,
and get the 3rd package free!

1999 Camry CE
V6.Auto. fully loaded

$20,950
1993 Buick
LeSabre

1997 Range
Rover SE

$19,950
2000 Honda
52000 Roadster
36,000km. 6 spd manual,
240hp one owner!

1996 Acura 2.5Tl
5 cyt, auto, 86,000 miles
leather

lady-driven must-be-seen!

$17,950

1991 Mazda MPV

1996 Stratus ES

Auto, P.W. P.D.L

$4,950

Auto. loaded. Offered @

$10,950

1994 Aerostar Sport 1998 Honda Civic LXG
6 cyl, auto

4 cyl manual, 4 dr. 60,000 kms

$J4,950

$14,950

1998 Expedition

1998 Honda
Accord

2001 Protoge

$29,950

5 spd.NC. 84,000 kms

SALE$18, 950

4 HONDA ODYSSEY
MODELS TO CHOOSE ! 1996 Saturn Stn Wgn
Price ranges from

$24,950 toS)2,950
ilJ. TO FIND OUT MORE!

1997 SubaruAWD

This is a one-day sale on
Tuesday, November 19th only.

V&, 97,000 kms, auto, alloys

SPECIAL $8,950

Eddie Bauer Edition

·sut Hurry!

1997Toyota
CamryXLE

$20,950

Only 73,755 km, exc cond.

.

Sharon's
Country Home

1
H

$11,450

"W~~COME.,..
'Ws~~£~

Those with a pining to
watch top-notch soccer
can catch a double-dose of
the game this weekend.
Both of Salt Spring's
men's open teams have
back-to-back games at
Portlock this Sunday.
The new sixth division
team is currently placed
second in the division
behind Genesis. Div. 6
takes on Genesis - which
has scored 74 goals in its
first seven games - at
noon. If the local squad
wins the match, it will
jump past Genesis into
first place.
The second division FC
team, coached and managed by Ken Marr, will put
its first place position in
jeopardy this weekend in a
match against Lakehill FC.
The pressure is on for
the islanders to get the full
three points this weekend.
They play after the Div.
6's at 2:15p.m.

... Motor Dealer.,

NC

537-5261 . . .

Men's
soccer
Sunday

www.mdsa.bc.ca

V6, auto. 156.000 kms

Call MarJie Kelsey
who will bring gifts & greetings
along with helpful information
about your new community.

A23

MDSAl.BC

Auto. fully loaded.
excellent condition

'1!~ot

.t.

~Accredited.,

1997 CRV SE
is a

Girard nailing in the fifth.
"The game was evenly
matched, with a great flow,"
Spencer said. "The Salt
Spring girls had numerous
passing sequences which
created opportunities to
score.
"Alice Pavely's crossing
was timely and strong,
Chloe Holmes and Kai
Fishleigh played flanks
effectively. Robyn Millerd
disrupted play in the middle,
and Logan McLeod has
stepped up her game in
terms of assertiveness. Paige
Hickman and Nicole Pal's
timing on clearances have
improved and were welltimed against the opponent's
attacks.
Erica Ta~issan played the
high target well and made
some very effective timely
passes to create scoring
chances."
Spencer described the
game as a "well balanced
competition with effective
passing combinations and
teamwork which resulted in
a very proud and satisfied
group of U-11 girls."
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5-speed, exc. condition

$7,450
1995 Civic

Make sure you can hear all of the
sounds of the holiday season ·
ith the holiday seas~n ju~t around th.e corner, you'll want to
make sure your heanng a1ds are working at peak performance.
Bring them in to our office and take advantage of our free on-site
clean and check service. And remember: if your hearing aids need
repair, now is the time to bring them in.

W

Auto.NC. 28kms

$17,950

Hear What You're Missing

1989Jeep
Cherokee

Call us to make an appointment for a hearing
evaluation. Leslie Peterson will test your hearing
using the latest technology available. You can be
assured that at Island Hearing Services, we will
provide you with the most accurate results.

Wagon, propane conversion

$6,950

ex

Outback Ltd

$21,950

leslie Peterson, M.A. Aud(Q
Managing Audiologist

Ganges

537-4446
Gulf Clinic, 241 Lower Ganges Road

~ ISLAND
HEARING
.......:.................................................. SERVICES

~¥

www.islandhearing.com

Audiologists and Hearing Instrument Specialists Registered under the Hearing Aid Act (BC)

Physicians have referred their patients to us since 1978

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD ·
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,."if

, . "Prctt~ct ' ~ommUn'ity ' hauping.''·:: "

,

~'Work for coll'aborative·local govern·m ent."
_ '~ fairer deal for .Salt Sprif!g tnrough renewal of the Truet."
"Deepen our commitment to preeerving thie aetoniehingly
beautiful ieland."

Re-Elect
David Borrowman
Islands Trust

--

